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The effects of this activity will be seen most dramatically in the January, 1997 issue
when the next evolution of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD debuts. You'll receive a magazine designed to stimulate and inform you with its content, focus, and graphics. And
it is the result of the fine work by the folks you see pictured on this page. We're
blessed with an extraordinary team of editors. Many of you have met Karen Stein,
who identifies important projects and this year developed the very exciting quicktime VR CD-ROM of the RECORD HOUSES issue. Or James S. Russell, who
specializes in technology and practice
issues, and is currently developing our
Internet Website. Charles Linn is our
RECORD LIGHTING specialist; Cliff
Pearson, our global guru; Joan Blatterman, products specialist. The other people
you see here include the wide range of
professionals from graphic design, to production, to distribution, to research, who
all contribute in such an important way to
our quality and service. In addition to this
group, we're very pleased to include as
part of our team the Pulitzer Prizewinning critic Robert Campbell, among other prominent contributing editors and
correspondents around the globe. Of course, missing from this picture is our display
advertising sales team. They're where they should be- in the field working with
manufacturers to create effective communications with you.
Regrettably, this issue marks the departure of Stephen Kliment, editor of the
RECORD for the past six years. We're so grateful to Steve for his important contributions and wish him all the best in his future endeavors. Steve has left behind a fine
legacy in the team that he built. A new editor will be announced shortly and together
we look forward to entering our 107th year of publishing with enthusiasm, creativity,
and gusto.
Our goal is to address the intersecting interests of our dynamic audience of architects, owners and design/construction professionals with a heightened level of
excellence and innovation. Your thoughts are always welcome. Thank you for the
opportunity to be of service. Elaine Shusterman
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News

Rome

Meier & Partners Wins Vatican Church Competition

The Vatican plans to build 50 new churches in
Rome by the year 2000 and one of them will
be designed by Richard Meier & Partners of
New York City, the only non-Italian firm to be
awarded one of the church commissions so
far. Also vying for the project were Tadao

Ando, Giinter Behnisch, Frank Gehry, Santiago Calatrava, and Peter Eisenman, a group
which was invited to compete following an
unsuccessful local competition. Meier's
design for the new parish church and community center will serve the 8,000 residents of a

lower-middle-income housing complex in the
Tor Tre Teste district of Rome. The $5million, 22,000-sq-ft project is characterized
by four shell walls of reinforced concrete that
will cup the church like "the palms of three
hands." Abby Bussel

California

Washington, D.C.

Fairy Tale Campus in Glendale to House
DreamWorks Animators

Indian Museum
Design Unveiled

DreamWorks SKG, the brainchild of filmmakers Steven Spielberg, Jeffrey
Katzenberg, and David Geffen, broke ground
this June on its 300,000-sq-ft animation
campus in Glendale, Calif. The Mediterranean-style design by Steven Erhlich
Architects of Santa Monica includes five
buildings organized around a central
"piazza," which is anchored by a 105-ft-tall
"campanile." Each structure, finished in
plaster and roofed with Cor-Ten steel, will
have courtyards, patios, and terraces to take
advantage of the Southern California climate.
A man-made river and a newly planted
orchard will further animate the 13-acre site,
which is adjacent to the Los Angeles River.
Erhlich's design, the result of an invited competition, is to be completed late next year.
Gensler Associates is the executive architect
for the project. •

The Smithsonian Institution has unveiled the
concept design for the $110-million National
Museum of the American Indian-the first
dedicated to Native Peoples of the Western
Hemisphere and Hawaii-by GBQC Architects, Philadelphia, with Douglas Cardinal
Architects, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Scheduled to open on the Mall in Washington, D.C.,
in 2002, the 250,000-sq-ft museum will house
galleries, a theater, resource and conference
centers, a restaurant, and a four- story multipurpose room. •
(News continues)
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Correspondent's File: Istanbul

A New Age of City Building Is Forecast
At U.N. 's Habitat II Conference
Architect Robert Geddes was a participantobserver at Habitat II, the United Nations
conference on human settlements, held
recently in Istanbul. A former dean of the
Princeton University School of Architecture
and Urban Planning, he is now in private
practice. RECORD spoke with Geddes about
the conjerence, attended by more than 10,000
people.
Record : What was the main agenda of the

conference?
Geddes: The U .N. had a series of

conferences starting with the Rio de Janeiro
conference on the natural environment in 1992
and ending with the built environment in
Istanbul. Between 1992 and 1996 there were
conferences on women's rights in Beijing,
population in Cairo, and social development in
Copenhagen. These were all important
milestones and the issues discussed at these
conferences interact in cities. Every day the
population of the world is increasing by onequarter of a million people and most of that
growth will be in cities.

Oratok6y Mosque and the Bosphorus Bridge in Instanbul, site of the UN. Conference.
"I would argue that
cities of the future
will be based on the
neighborhood as
building block.... F01·
me, the solution lies
in understanding
what the street is
and how to design
it. - Robert Geddes,
(photo left)

were a time of city building. People were
striving towards the modern world and I
think we are in a similar period. The architects' responsibility is in learning how best to
build centers and edges. And, the practice
implications are quite exciting. It will result
in the expansion of architecture, which I
think will include landscaping and civil engineering, infrastructure design and planning,
and development planning.
Record: Based on your experience at Habitat

The United Nations wanted to address two
issues at Habitat II. The first was how to
provide adequate housing for all, and the
second was sustainable development in an
urbanizing world. Conference organizers also
wanted to create a global policy on shelter
and sustainable design, which was related to
individual statements submitted by the 185
U.N. member governments. The Istanbul
Declaration and the Habitat Agenda set standards and criteria against which future
actions will be measured and judged.

coalitions will be the wonderful clients of the
future.

Geddes: I put a real emphasis on the form of

There was also an emphasis on incorporating
the landscape into the development of cities.
In the conference's Best Practices exhibition,
the Chinese, for example, showed an initiative for garden streets, and one for starter
housing. The Germans presented plans for
the renewal and rebuilding of existing
fabric-industrial sites and cities.

Record: What, in your view, was most

Record: You spoke on a panel called "What

significant about the conference?

cities will look like in the 21st century." What
do you believe will be the shape of our cities in
the next millennium?

Geddes: What was unusual about Habitat II
was its effort to involve organizations other
than governments in urban policy and
development. For the first time, nongovernment agencies had a voice at a U.N.
conference. This means growth in the
importance of civil society and that's good for
architecture. One aspect of the future of
architecture is that we will not see our clients
as simply as "public sector" or "private
sector." We will see the growth of the civic
sector. Community development
organizations, cooperatives, and design

II, what role can architects play in the shaping
of the 21st century city?

Geddes: I would argue that the cities of the

future will be based on the neighbor hood as
the building block. The issue for architects will
be how they create centers and
neighborhoods. For me, the solution lies in
understanding what the street is and how to
design it.

cities. The role of architects is concerned with
spatial growth and form. Urban growth and
form affects the natural environment; it
affects women's living environments,
particularly as they pertain to child rearing; it
affects where people can [afford to] live and
where they can [find] work.
I believe that in the future there will be five
recognizable architectural products: building
systems that are appropriate; the renewal of
the existing building stock (looking at existing stock as landscape); looking at the
neighborhood as a building block; ways of
achieving sustainable communities; and the
development of new cities.

Interview conducted by Abby Bussel.

We must also begin to develop ways of bounding cities and probably that will result in the
development of new cities. The Middle Ages
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News

New York City

Briefs

Community Design Centers Offer
Alternative Model for Architects

Commissions on the coast

As some architects search for renewed professional relevance, community design
centers (CDCs) stand as ready models,
according to delegates at the 17th annual
conference of the Association for Community
Design. The association is a national organization of architectures and planners
"dedicated to serving the economically distressed community."

Institute in Brooklyn. CDC members from
Pittsburgh described their recently established Renovation Information Network,
which is a consultation program to help
homeowners. Delegates from San Francisco,
where the CDC is called Asian Neighborhood Design, told how they design housing
and furniture and encourage contractors to
train youth from low-income neighborhoods.

Several examples of CDC initiatives were
presented at the June conference, co-hosted
by City College in Manhattan and Pratt

CDCs in many communities are joining with
local governments and allied professionals to
serve distressed populations. Abby Bussel

Recent commissions on the West Coast
include the renovation and expansion of a
1905 substation for the Jewish Museum San
Francisco by Eisenman Architects, New York
City, with Architectural Resources Group;
the East Asian Studies Building for the University of California at Berkeley by Tod
Williams Billie Tsien & Associates, New York
City; a $100-million campus for Saka University in Orange County, Calif., by Hardy
Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, Los Angeles
with Summit Architects; and the Experience
Music Project in Seattle by Frank 0. Gehry &
Associates, Santa Monica.
Praemium lmperiale Prize for Ando

Japanese architect Tadao Ando is one of five
winners of this year's Ptaemium Imperiale
Prize, which honors excellence in the arts.
The international award is bestowed by the
Japan Art Association.

PI A:

Germany

Vitra Acquires
Barragan Archives

The Next Generation

Six months after Progressive Architecture
(PIA) was acquired and closed down by the
publisher of Architecture, a group of former
PIA staffers has announced the creation of a
new on-line magazine and information
service. Developed with Princeton Architectural Press and Reach Networks, the
subscription-based magazine is to be
launched this fall.
Cranbrook lawsuit seffled

A lawsuit brought by Susana Torre against
Cranbrook Academy for breach of contract
-filed after her dismissal as director of the
school's academy of art late last year-has
been settled out of court; details have not
.§
been made public. Lillian Bauder, Cran.,
brook's president, announced her resignation Cl
shortly after the lawsuit was settled.
.~
HUD to honor housing innovations
~
'-----""""'
The new Building Innovation in Home Ownership Program, sponsored by HUD,
The Vitra Design Museum in Weil am Rhein,
Germany, has acquired the archives of
recognizes projects that demonstrate developmental and technical innovations.
Mexican architect Luis Barragan (1902Submissions are due September 15.
1988-shown above) from the architect's
Contact HUD User, P.O. Box 6091, Rockville,
office and private collection. Included in the
MD 20849. Attn: Rebecca Hollands.
purchase are 13,500 drawings, 7,500 photos,
Tel. 8001245-2691. E-mail: huduser@aspenseven models, a range of Barragan's furnisys.com.
ture and objects, and related documentation,
National waterfront competition
such as publications, correspondence, and
A competition for a $2-million waterfront
other original material. The proceedings
park in Greenport, N. Y., includes a $20,000
from an international symposium will be pubfirst prize. For more information, call
lished in conjunction with an exhibition on
5161477-3000 or fax (516) 477-2488. •
the archives at the museum next year. •
14
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Canada

SOM Designs U.S.
Embassy in Ottawa
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill of Washington,
D.C., has designed the new United States
Embassy building in Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada. Located on a sloped, triangular
island site along the Confederation Boulevard
Ceremonial Parade Route, the 139,000-sq-ft
building will act as a link between the city's
Federal District and commercial center. It
will also centralize U.S. government offices
currently housed in several buildings
throughout Ottawa. Responding to the
diverse nature of the site's surroundings,
which include the Cass Gilbert-designed Parliament and Moshe Safdie's National Gallery
as well as an urban park, the architects have
designed a building with four different
facades, each meeting the U. S. State Department's strict security requirements. A
rusticated, rock-faced stone plinth base
wrapped around the poured-in-place concrete
structure is designed to act as a unifying
element. Construction is expected to be completed by fall 1997. The budget has not been
made public. •
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Observations

Softening Brutalism:
Is Anything Lost?

The renovation of Walter Netsch's hard-to-love
University of Illinois at Chicago campus raises
some difficult issues.
© Steinlcamp!Ballogg Chicago photos, except as noted

By Cheryl Kent
At the very moment interest in Modernism is
reviving, one of its most complete essays has
been modified, some might say, disfigured.
The renovation of the 1965 Brutalist-style
University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
campus could be cast as a classic fight of
architectural integrity versus accommodation of present-day tastes and uses. That is, if
there had been a fight, but there wasn't.
Given that the campus is challenging, not
easily loved, and has few public champions
other than the architect, Walter N etsch, who
designed it, the question of renovation was
comfortably resolved, perhaps too comfortably. The decision was to "humanize" it. Hey,
who could argue with that?
Without question, the UIC campus was a
hard-edged, tough place not easily accessible,
intellectually nor esthetically. It was difficult
to maintain and had long fallen into disrepair.
Most of the buildings are made of cast concrete, blasted to reveal the rough aggregate;
others are brick. Windows are often screened
by ornate precast concrete that creates an
interesting textural effect from the outside
but blocks light inside. N etsch, 76, a former
partner of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill who
retired in 1979, says he used concrete expressively, always minimizing reinforcing bars in
favor of bulking up the concrete. In this way,
he says, the concrete would accurately reflect
its load and function.
The campus, as it was designed and built,
was surely an expression of the heady postWorld War II techno-optimism that
celebrated science and new materials, and
imagined a future of unlimited possibilities.
Indeed, it was Netsch who gave that age an
icon when he designed the Air Force Chapel
near Colorado Springs, Colo., which was
awarded the AI.A's 25-year award in 1995.
To many contemporary eyes, however, the
UIC campus was an inhuman place, unwelcoming in every detail, unsafe, reflecting the
worst planning excesses of its day, and nonfunctional in the bargain. Its system of
elevated granite walkways was a prominent

Cheryl Kent is a former correspondent for
PIA and writes about design from Chicago.

.._.,
© Daniel P. Coffey & Associates

The UIC campus after renovation by Daniel
Coffey (top), and as it was originally (above).
target for criticism. The second-story walkways were to cross perimeter streets, where
parking garages were to be located, and then
move on to connect university buildings.
When the garages were not built, the internal
campus walkways, which were built, lost
much of their reason for being. Yet, with their
many concrete columns, they created a condition at grade level that felt dark and unsafe.
UIC was built on programmatic assumptions
which were new and which, sadly, never fully
materialized. Imagined as a campus that
would compete with the University of Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana, the Chicago campus
was projected to accommodate 20,000 students by 1969, and more than 30,000 by now.

At present, enrollment stands at 19,000. It
was to be a commuter school, no dormitories,
with students of all ages coming and going 24
hours of the day, 365 days of the year. Most
important, it was designed for inner-city students who would not have been able to attend
university otherwise. Because many of them
were expected to come from poor households,
the assumption was all students would work.
Thus, the campus was positioned at a hub
with access to highways and public transportation. The underlying concept was to
invent a place for academic and social interchange and the plan reflected those ideals.
Circumstances changed in the 1970s. Money
was diverted from state universities to technical and community colleges, making plans
for completing the UIC campus impossible
and simple maintenance problematic.
University officials began rethinking the
campus design in the late 1980s. "I regard
this as a hostile architectural environment,"
says Dr. James J. Stukel, president of the
three-campus University of Illinois. He does
not minimize the importance of the architectural changes he has made at UIC. "It's an
historical landmark. People come from
around the world to look at the campus. I
personally wrestled over it. But I put people
Continues
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The elevated walkways and massive roof top
court of the N etsch scheme (below left) have
been removed to reveal six separate lecture
halls and a new plaza (below).
© Daniel P Coffey & Associates

over architectural design. We're trying to
make an environment that's comfortable for
students." Indeed, the campus was seen as so
alienating as to repel potential students and
faculty. The redesign, Dr. Stukel says, is one
element in an effort to attract new students.
Dismantling the elevated walkways

Under a prior university president, the firm
of Johnson Johnson & Roy of Michigan was
hired to develop a master plan, which was
completed in 1990. It advocated building on
the school's original Modernist scheme. The
university ignored the plan, eventually commissioning architects Daniel P. Coffey &
Associates of Chicago to renovate the campus
(by that, the university meant "soften").
Coffey dismantled all the second-story walkways that together with the massive roof-top
court formed the heart of N etsch's scheme.
An amphitheater at the center of the court
was done away with, as well as the exedrae at
the four rooftop corners.
Six lecture-hall structures- functionally separate buildings-which were exposed when
the roof-court was removed, were re-covered
with standing-seam roofs. Four are now conventional hipped roofs that play on the
rotated geometry of Netsch's original design;
the other two roofs have become shallow
vaults. The hip roofs would have been better
left fiat. As it is, they contrast weirdly with
the strongly rectilinear buildings beyond.
The vaulted lecture halls on the north and
south sides of the quadrangle have an inexplicable air. Their entries don't face the
square and their rooftines are incongruous.
Where the amphitheater had been, there is
now an elliptical court at grade that is circulation space and, with its terraced seating, a
place to hang out. Inexpensive concrete
paving has been used, which contrasts poorly
with the materials used before. In some areas
the line of the elevated walkways has been
followed with sidewalks. Elsewhere, simple
intersections have become pedestrian nodes
from which multiple paths take off in ways
that aren't always geometrically rational.
The original craftsmanship and the level of
detailing was extraordinarily high on the
campus. Corner butt-glazing that has not
been recaulked in 30 years remains intact.
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Brickwork is still tight as a drum. And there
was an attention to detail that was far above
the norm. "We used an old Renaissance trick;
for big buildings, we used big brick; for small
buildings, we used small bricks," says
Netsch. Much, including the brick, was
custom-designed-not an extravagance, as it
would be today, but because the foundries,
shops, and trades were still small enough to
produce custom designs profitably.
Not everything held up well. Stukel says,
"We had a choice, money could either go to
people or to maintenance." In the late 1970s
money was taken from maintenance. The
annual requirement for the university's three
campuses is $20 million, Stukel says. In good
years, they get $8-10 million. By the late '70s,
the campus had a worn quality despised by
many students and faculty members.
Robert Bruegmann, professor of architectural history at UIC, says, "Right after it was
completed, it looked pretty good. But within
one generation, it began to crumble. Like any
mega-structure, it was meant for long-term
future growth. But the university lost faith in
the main plan and the maintenance was disastrous." The steps leading up to the raised
walkways had wires embedded in them to
melt the snow. They were incompatible with
the concrete. The transformers blew out and
were never replaced. Snow was not removed.
Second-story doors were locked so people
couldn't use the walkways. Beneath the walkways where people were forced to walk, the
cycle of thaw-freeze-thaw and plain leaking
forced some to put their umbrellas up when
the sun was out. In the end, Bruegmann says,
"The university felt an overwhelming need to
change this image of the 'concrete jungle.' "

No more architectural militance

The pressures on the university are very real,
but this solution is very banal. This is not a
traditional campus and planting a quadrangle
in the middle of it won't make it one. If it once
had the proud air of architectural militance, it
now seems reduced, shriveled, as though it
would like nothing better than for some vines
to grow over it.
Netsch didn't find allies in his efforts to save
his design scheme, even when he offered to
bring the walkways down to grade and make
them conventional sidewalks. The public
membership group, Landmarks Preservation
Council of Illinois (LPCI), concluded the
campus was not worth protecting.
And the city's Commission on Chicago Landmarks has never considered protecting the
campus, partly because of the school's age; it
is rare for buildings less than 50 years old to
be landmarked.
Indeed, the chorus against the campus has
been so loud and certain, even among architects, that the mere suggestion of protection
could provoke laughter. The community may
have been equally smug when building
owners were ripping cornices off Louis Sullivan buildings in the 1960s and proposing
Postmodern petticoats be tied around the
waists of Modern monuments in the 1970s. In
20 years will we regret having allowed this? •
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Indicators
Commerce predicts industrial strengffl

U.S. Department of Commerce's quarterly
construction report predicts significant
growth for industrial construction and
schools in the next few years. Since construction at K-12 facilities is near record levels,
that is good news. In spite of health-care cost
cutting, Commerce expects hospital construction to strengthen too. It sees a "strong
underlying demand" for industrial and utility
construction because of the "need to modernize the capital stock of U.S. manufacturers." Other analysts [RECORD, June 1996,
pages 36-39) see these sectors as restrained
by import growth and a slower-growing
economy.

Predicted Construction Put in Place, 1993-2000
(in billions of 1992 dollars)
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cernea aoout uroan reaeve1opment,
involvement needs to go beyond doing a good
job on individual projects. Architects' vision-

the other hand, a recent aquarium in
Camden, N.J., has performed well below
expectations, and Ehrenhalt calls Tampa's "a

"Though the mayor was the impetus, the
Phoenix Art Museum . .. was accepted by
voters because it was such a small part of a
billion-dollar bond issue. "-Tod Williams
ing skills can help draw together diverse
urban constituencies, thereby building
crucial support for the validity of bricks-andmortar urban redevelopment-even helping
projects pass muster with increasingly
finicky voters. Also, a knowledge of the
increasingly complex strategic and financial
tools deployed today will help advocates
shape feasible projects.
Financing 1drives what's built
In a perfect world, a city would carefully plan
what it neetls, then seek project funding
through appropriate mechanisms. The imperfect reality is the dynamic of political ego and
local boosterism. "Trophy" urban projects
like sports stadiums and convention centers
have figured prominently on city agendas
over the last few years, but analysts warn the
bubble could burst. "Cities always perceive
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Phoenix Art Museum, nearing completion,
by Tod Williams and Billie Tsien.
flop" [RECORD, June 1995, pages 78-85]. In
such facilities, unsuitable programming and
design are usually part of what goes wrong.
There's also something of a backlash against
extortion by sports-team owners, who threaten to move a team if a new or improved
stadium is not built.

the qualities common to successful urban
redevelopment: an ability to understand
context, to look at the big picture, and to help
link apparently disparate areas and functions. Inner Harbor brought Baltimore's
downtown to its waterfront; architects and
designers redefined the shopping mall as the
festival marketplace. In the Gateway Center
in Los Angeles, explains Stanton Eckstut,
partner in New York City-based Ehrenkrantz
and Eckstut, "we looked at how what is
essentially an infrastructure project could be
leveraged, like Grand Central Station."
Federal transportation funds financed the
intermodal rail and bus terminal, but the
architects designed the project to create
value for commercial developers (page 36).
"In urban Los Angeles, everything has been
driven by entertainment-oriented retail,"
comments Fulton, citing Universal Citywalk,
a movie-studio retail adjunct. He also cites
Culver City, which hopes to build retail
related to its resurrected Sony/Columbia Pictures studios. He might also have been
speaking of New York City, where entertainment retail has bailed out the long-stalled
redevelopment of Times Square (page 37).
One of the reasons the Seattle Commons
went beyond the back-of-the-napkin-stage,
says Tom Byers, the former chairman of the

Architects' skills- abetted by knowledge of complex strategic and
financial tools- can help draw together diverse urban constituencies,
to build crucial support for bricks-and-mortar urban redevelopment.

park planning committee, is that Douglas
Kelbaugh, then chairman of the architecture
department at the University of Washington,
offered to run a charrette on the idea, uniting
students with experts from around the
country. The charrette "gave narrative shape
to what had been just a green blot on a map,"
explained Byers.
Planners, landscape architects, and urban
designers all served on Commons committees, and were relied on, according to key
participant David Wright of the Bumgardner
Partnership, "for their ability to interpret
disparate thoughts into plans and renderings;
the ability to imagine and depict ideas in
three dimensions and in lay terms."
The altered redevelopment economy

The Commons foundered, say analysts,
because it didn't appeal to voters who didn't
live nearby, yet was too costly to be underwritten by any entity smaller than the entire
city. To succeed, projects, however worthy,
have to make RenRe in the rerlevelnnment.

But the commercial real-estate market, to
which such projects must be linked, hasn't for
several years been able to generate the lush
cash flow needed. Instead, new kinds of partnerships are being formed, says Vernon
George, who is president of Hammer, Siler,
George Associates, a financial and economicdevelopment consultant to cities. Universities
and research-oriented medical facilities are
increasingly working with cities to help
develop startup companies in downtown
research parks. The benefit is that locally
developed companies capture the economic
spinoff of research for the community. The
parks work best, says George, when university, government, and private sector "each play
both a key financing role and a key part of

the development process." His firm is developing such parks in Richmond, Va., Oklahoma
City, and Winston-Salem, N.C . He says that
technology-related economic development is
so popular that it is easy to build support
from state sources and even from suburban
counties, because such development boosts
the region's "high tech" profile.
Strategies and money

Localities still have numerous tools to
develop and finance projects. Of the following, tax-avoidance or tax-lowering devices
have recently tended to supplant bond-raised
direct capital grants.
+ Bond issue: The tried and true method.
Yes, taxpayers are reluctant to tax them-
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+ Enterprise zones: Areas targeted for redevelopment benefit from special tax breaks,
job-training assistance, and other aid. (Tax
abatements, often offered as part of enterprise-zone packages, may also be offered as a
redevelopment inducement outside zones.)
Numerous states have defined enterprise
zones. Of the much-ballyhooed federal enterprise-zone initiative, only six communities
have been named, although there are 65
second-tier "enterprise communities."
+Commercial revitalization tax credit: A
federal program that might work in tandem
or apart from enterprise zones and that is
similar to the tax credit for restoring historic
landmarks. The latter credit still exists, but
lost considerable value through the repeal of
"passive loss" provisions that made it attractive to investors. By lowering the cost to
business, the proposed tax credit encourages
redevelopment of distressed neighborhoods.
It has yet to catch fire in Congress.
What techniques work?

Economic-development experts see advantages and pitfalls in all these methods. "You
can get a bond issue passed," says Governing
magazine's Alan Ehrenhalt, "but there's
often no money in the operating budget. We
are getting these problems with jails." Black
echoes the sentiment, and adds, "If you're
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an extraordinary turnaround financed by the
tax increment of increased value generated
by almost its entire land area. San Jose has
also financed revitalization of its once-moribund downtown through tax-increment
financed cultural facilities. Tax-increment
financing has its risks, however. While it
creates funds for redevelopment without
short-term tax increases, the increased value
of growth is used to pay off the redevelopment debt, not to build schools or other
facilities that growth can create new
demands for. Still, says Ehrenhalt, "It's one
of the best tools there is."
Enterprise zones were first touted in the
1980's as an antidote to constant injections of
urban federal aid. Yet it has been the federal
government that has dragged its feet in creating an enterprise-zone program, enacting it
only in 1993. Instead, states pioneered the
zones, says Jim Breagy, of the National
Council for Urban Economic Development.
(The organization represents urban-development offices in city governments.) ''About 38
states have some form of program," explains
Breagy, but, in terms of success, "they are a
mixed bag. Some say states alone can't offer
enough tax breaks to work." Adds ULI's
Black, "They're really most useful when they
are part of a package that includes an overall

naae ~aes1gnea oy k:>tamey
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Rethinking
Philadelphia's
Independence Mall
Venturi Scott Brown & Associates compared four-block-long
Independence Mall, criticized as
uninviting and underused almost
since its opening in the 1950s, to
other famous urban places (4, 5)
in studying it as a location for a
"gateway" visitors center. Pursuant to its charge from the local
Pew Charitable Trusts, which
underwrote the study, VSBA
designed the center to not only
orient visitors to Independence
Hall, the Liberty Bell, and other
historical sites, but also to
acquaint them with other regional attractions. The designers
offered possible sites for a center
on the Constitution, and suggested an alternative to
MitchelVGiurgola's 1976 Liberty
Bell pavilion (6, 7), criticized by
some as too modern.

giant trading floors can find large
enough sites, and as an extension
of the Tribeca neighborhood, a

says ULI's Black, when cities don't look only
"at this facility or that facility," but build with
a strategy "to capture some segment of a
market." Sports facilities or convention
centers contribute more when they are connected to restaurants, bars, or entertainment-oriented retail. Credit the planners of
Baltimore's Camden Yards for applying
these synergies to baseball parks-it's now
caught fire nationwide. But Seattle learned
this lesson as long ago as the late 1960's
when it located its Kingdome adjacent to
revitalizing Pioneer Square. Philadelphia
learned the lesson again just two years ago
when its new downtown convention center
opened, pumping life into adjacent Chinatown and the Reading Terminal Market (a
combination of funky lunch places and
farmers' market).
"The big new buzzwords," says Denise Scott
Brown, "are cultural touristic planning."
According to Scott Brown, a planner as well
as architect, and partner in Venturi, Scott
Brown and Associates, "Studies show concert
halls bring in more money and have a higher
multiplier effect than stadiums." This is the
case because visitors persuaded to stay the
night spend more money than day trippers.
"I think city planning commissions have
Continued on page 127
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tax-exempt financing-both of
which are worth a great deal in
high-tax New York City.

Building on
infrastructure dollars
in Los Angeles
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Financed by federal and state
transportation funds, the infrastructure for five towers was
provided at Gateway Center, a
combined bus, subway, and
regional-rail facility (11). The
headquarters for the local transit
authority is housed in the completed tower. In downtown Los
Angeles' depressed real-estate
market, there's not yet much
opportunity to add the commercial development anticipated by
the urban-design team,
Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut, but the
site will ultimately link to a much
more ambitious commercial and
residential Alameda District
Plan. The complex, which
includes the historic Missionstyle train station (not visible), is
intended to appeal to gridlockweary commuters.
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8. 42-story tower at left: Gruzen
Samton, architect; 27-story tower
at right: Robert A. M. Stern
Architects and CK Architects.
9. Combined primary and intermediate school and residential
tower: Richard Cook & Associates (exterior); Pasanella +
Klien, Stolzman +Berg (school);
CK Architects (tower).
10. Skidmore, Owings &

products, but there are many ways to
evaluate claims and make informed choices.
~

Architect's First Source, a compendium of
product information from about 400 companies, says, "In presenting material to a
visually oriented recipient, the very real need
for well-organized technical information is
overlooked or diminished." A clear understanding of the esthetic dimension of a
product is important, but the architect's professional credibility depends on being able to
offer expertise about product performance.
The architect should question imprecise language. Terms like elastomeric, plastic,
cement-based, and latex-modified apply to a
huge range of materials with an equally huge
range of performance characteristics. Ask
for specifics: what kind of elastomeric mater-

Architect Barbara Heller is president of
Heller & Metzger; Washington, D.C., a specifications consulting firm, that also operates
SpecLine, a telephone consulting service.
Continuing Education
~ ''"'''Q AIA members can earn two
~
AIA/ARCHITECTURAL RECORD con"'~,,m tinuing-education learning units by
examining the learning objectives (page 135),
reading the story on these pages, completing
the questions, and filling out and returning
the self-report form, page 137.

m
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rections can be instituted prior to the occurrence of severe problems."
BIA seems to be saying that this brick
assembly system presents a risk of failure,
but the reader can't be sure. It's important to
not only look for such small print, but to recognize, says Kimball Beasley, an investigative
engineer with Wiss Janney Elstner, in
Princeton, N.J., "when they put in that kind
of disclaimer, I [the architect] have taken all
responsibility."
Misrepresenting performance
A few manufacturers distort information. A
studded-rubber flooring manufacturer's
product literature states that the flooring has
a slip resistance of 1.0 when tested in accordance with ASTM D 2047 in both wet and dry
conditions. A Texas architect specified the
flooring for a food-service area based on this
representation, and was horrified when many
visitors slipped and fell on the wet floor,
including the county sheriff. The owner initiated legal action, accusing the architect of
incompetence for specifying improper floor
material. The text of ASTM D 2047 states

our data on their letterhead for the purpose
of getting an approval. We still provide it, but
only when people ask for it." If something
about the way the product is presented raises
suspicion, it is appropriate for the architect
to call the lab to verify that tests were actually performed and results accurately
presented.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the
federal agency with jurisdiction over unfair
or deceptive commercial practices and acts.
In 1993 and 1994, it filed complaints against
the American Architectural Manufacturing
Association (AAMA), a window manufacturer
called Insulate Industries, and Pacific Inspection and Research Laboratory, Inc. (PIRL), a
testing laboratory. According to the FTC
complaints, Insulate supplied PIRL with
windows that were enhanced, not standard
production units. PIRL misrepresented the
results of thermal tests on these windows as
well as others, and AAMA repeatedly accredited PIRL even though PIRL did not satisfy
AAMA's criteria for accreditation. Interestingly, the FTC alleged no collusion between
these companies, even though it found irreg-

ularities at each level. [If you feel that a manufacturer-or any other business you deal
with-is making deceptive claims or claims
that are objective, but not properly supported, you can submit a written complaint to the
FTC: Alain Scheer, Division of Service Industry Practices, FTC, Washington, DC 20580;
202/326-3321-ed.]
Computer specialists, stereo buffs, and car
enthusiasts have access to an abundance of
technical information. Doctors can find out
average-mortality figures for every procedure. There is no such equivalent for those
selecting building products. A Consumer
Reports for building construction is unlikely,
says Beasley. "Buildings are so variable and
components are hugely variable." Coming
closest is the Journal of Performance of Constructed Facilities, which offers highly
technical evaluations and case studies (Publications Fulfillment Department, ASCE, 345
East 47th Street, New York, NY 10017-2398).
Better information electronically?

11

Red Flags'' in Product Data

When product selection contributes to a building failure, an investigative engineer is often called in. Kimball Beasley has done more
than 800 investigations with the Princeton, NJ., office of Wiss
Janney Elstner, based in Northbrook, Ill. He recommends specifiers
pay particular attention to the following product-related items.
Missing information: A
manufacturer may just throw a
product into the marketplace and
fail to give it technical support.
You usually find this with small
proprietary manufacturers.
Research industry-association
information and competing products to establish what tests are
applicable. For too many products, suitable testing is not done,
or testing was done, but not all the
data is made available because it
is not flattering to the product.

Composite systems: The components of a system may be
provided by several manufacturers and each component may
perform individually, but the
entire system may suffer huge
incompatibilities. For example,
when you bond a cement backer
board-with very good properties, but high shrinkage
potential-with a tile facing that
also has good properties but little
shrinkage potential, you could
develop destructive stresses.
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" I ca n open up 3 or 4 different drawing, sessions at once and
toggle between them . This is a big time saver because
cons t a ntly need to be referring to previous draw ings to complete the project .

It w as r eal ly easy to learn on Windows 95®
because it tells you what everything is ."
-S t eve Rob e rtson , GAA Architects (7-person architectural firm)

New! Autodesk AEC Professional Suite. Call 1-800-964-6432 for more information.

For the name of you r nearest Autodesk Syste ms Center or Autodesk Training Center, ca1J 1-800-964-6432. O utside the U.S. and Canada, fax us at l -415-507-6142.© Copyright 1996 Autodesk, Inc. Aul
the Autodesk logo and Au toCAD are registered trademarks of Autodes k, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. All other brand, company or product names or trademarks belong to their respective hi

COMPUTER REVIEWS

Data Sources Star at
A/E/C Systems
By Steven S. Ross
The computers were faster and cheaper. So
were the printers. Ways of keeping track of
zillions of CAD files cluttering your networks
were better. The 3D photorealistic images
approached dazzling. But the biggest story at
NE/C Systems this year came from perhaps
the smallest exhibitors: every one of them
seems to be selling data-information on
building products, furniture, construction
costs (photos below). And there were many
new tools for on-line collaboration between
design-team members and clients.
The information can come to you on the
Internet or on CD -ROM. It can come as raw
data or as part of a sophisticated software
package. You may not think you need it all,
but lots of people are laying heavy bets that
you do-or soon will. Those people work in
organizations that include traditional publishers, vendors of construction products, CAD
vendors, and professional societies such as
the AIA.

Sellers of data were on almost every aisle in
Anaheim. Big or small, they're going to change the
design process and the designer-client relationship.

prospect. He was not alone. The point is that
keeping competitive advantage gets harder
as all architects, in small firms and large, gain
access to much the same body of information
at much the same low, but not trivial, cost. It
also means that clients will expect a higher
level of service. Why settle for one roof-material study, a client might say, if it is easy to
provide dozens? And, Mr. or Ms. Architect,
how about taking more responsibility for construction management, as-built
documentation, and life-cycle costing?
As with so much of the news about information this past year, many of the offerings
centered on the Internet-and particularly
the World Wide Web. The excitement is not
only about using the Web to gather information, it is also about using the Web to
collaborate with clients and with other professionals across town, or across the planet.
Toward that end, Bentley Systems showed a
copy of its MicroStation CAD software with a
web browser built-in CBP.ntlP.v lir.P.n,.P.cl t.hP.

into the drawing of an airport lounge. Scaling
issues still have to be addressed, but it is
clear where the technology is leading.
Autodesk took another approach, a plug-in
viewer for AutoCAD files distributed over the
Internet. The viewer takes advantage of the
ability of Netscape Navigator to accept such
"helper" or "plug-in" applications almost
automatically.
Technically, that leaves Bentley ahead in the
race to the Internet- getting information off
the Net is tougher than viewing files of a specific format. But Microsoft expects to make
version 4.0 of its browser, Internet Explorer,
the standard interface for all Windows software by early 1997. Both Bentley
MicroStation and Autodesk AutoCAD will
probably take advantage of it or something
similar in short order.
In fact, C-TAD Systems showed another
Internet trick. It added a virtual reality modPlinfY hn01rn1YP rvR.MT .) moil n l<> to it<:

.
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+ Some local AIA chapters, including the
Boston Society of Architects, with its BSA
Online at http://www.architects.org.

+ Framework Technologies Corporation
showed collaboration tools on the World Wide
Web and company networks, at
http://www.frametech.com.

Other approaches
Other offerings give some idea of the
approaches that were shown toward providing information to design professionals:
A-E&C InfoNET runs an on-line BBS (bulletin board service) with project leads,
marketing studies, and so forth.
(Phone: 602/488-5440)
American Digital Cartography sells digital
maps.
(Phone: 414/733-6678)
Andersen Windows showed a new standalone Windows and Macintosh application for
creating window patterns; plan, elevation and
details export via DXF to CAD software.
(Phone: 800/426-7691)
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Autodesk Press showed its "Inside Track"
training materials and McGraw-Hill/
Autodesk Data Publishing showed its DesignBlocks line of CD-ROM-based resources for
architecture and other disciplines (the CDs
were reviewed in RECORD, April 1996, page
59).
(Phone: 800/347-7707)
BST Consultants showed project-analysis
and financial-management tools.
(Phone: 800/726-3300)
Building Systems Design showed its
Windows-based SpecLink (reviewed in
RECORD, May 1996, page 52), CostLink, and
life-cycle costing tools. BSD estimating software can also be seen on the R.S. Means web
site.
(Phone: 404/876-4700)
The Canadian Wood Council offers software
that aids wood-based design tasks.
(Phone: 613/247-7077)
Compu-tecture offered MAD-CAD, for
access to code requirements, building technology, and specifications.
(Phone: 301/770-8595)

Craftsman Book Company showed a
Windows-based estimating program with
85,000-item database on CD-ROM. Its CD
Estimator includes electronic data from six
construction-cost databases the firm publishes, such as new construction, remodeling,
plumbing, and hvac. The CD includes free,
quarterly, on-line updates and an 80-minute
instructional video.
(Phone: 619/438-7828 ext. 305)
ViaGrafix (the same folks who sell DesignCAD) showed hundreds of video-training
courses and 2D/3D symbol libraries.
(Phone: 918/825-7555)
ESRI, the GIS software people, showed an
ever-widening range of map data products.
(ArcView was reviewed in RECORD, June
1996, page 54.)
(Phone: 909/793-2853)
Kalin Associates showed its disk-based
GreenSpec for environmental products; the
firm also does CSI and MasterSpec on disk.
(Phone: 617/964-5477)
John Wiley & Sons introduced its Architectural Graphic Standards on CD-ROM10,000 drawings from the Ramsey/Sleeper
classic book's Ninth Edition.

NEW PRODUCTS

Trade Show Survey
New building products and contract furnishings were exhibited at several major trade
shows in the first half of 1996, including the
American Institute of Architects (May, in
Minneapolis; next year, New Orleans), the
Construction Specifications Institute (June,
in Denver; Orlando in 1997) and NEOCON
(always Chicago in June) . We've chosen
examples of unusual interest to include in
this survey.
1 80. Flexible color options

A heavy-duty entrance system, the Therma
Stile door incorporates a dual glazing gasket
that lets the designer specify different paint
colors on the interior and exterior. Shown
here: Hartford Green outside, Pueblo Tan
inside. Doors come in three stile widths for
single and double-leaf configurations.
800/221-4169. EFCO Corp., Monett, Mo.

that form a partial ceiling enclosure. Modular
metal raceways carry multicircuit cabling
and power outlets. The freestanding basic
Cabin is 8- by 8-ft, but other sizes and configurations are possible. 512/310-9021. Kyo
Corp., Round Rock, Tex.
1 84. Recessed ADA-compliant exit

Adams Rite introduced a low-profile bar that
maximizes the clear-opening width of hollowmetal and metal-stile glass doors. Protruding only one inch from the door surface,
the bar is nearly flush when depressed or
dogged. Available in mortise and concealedrod styles, unit exceeds UL burglaryresistant standards, and can be specified in
top-rod-only and fire-rated versions. Comes
in 10 standard finishes, as well as customorder options. 800/872-3267. Adams Rite Mfg.
Co., City of Industry, Calif.

1 81. Flexible workspace

Reasons by Trans-wall is an interchangeable
panel system designed to suit today's dataintensive and churn-prone office environment.Fabric-faced sections 4-in.-thick are
easy to stack and snap together; work surfaces and storage units slide into place
anywhere along a panel's horizontal support
rail. Wire-connection and cable-space fittings
meet all Category 5 and fiber-optic requirements, with labor-saving features said to be
especially useful for "hoteling " applications.
610/429-3466. Reasons, Inc., West Chester,
Pa.
1 82. Rice-paper safety glass

A new Sumiglass decorative option, made-tosize panels have real rice paper sandwiched
between flat glass in a five-layer laminating
process. Available in two degrees of opacity,
rice-paper glass transmits light while obscuring detail. Other options: frosted or fabric
interlayers. Suggested uses: shower doors,
partitions, windows, and sidelights. 800/8702519. North American Glass Fabrication,
Sumiglas Div., Benton Harbor, Mich.
1 83. Modular private office

Almost an office in a box, ready to set up or
move at the drop of a pink slip, the Kyo Cabin
has walls of steel-framed, foil-clad, mediumdensity fiberboard and Lexan "windows" and
sliding doors, topped by (optional) cantilevered ambient-light and sound diffusers
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185. High-performance, neutral-tint

1 86. Heavy-use surfacing

A non-reflective, tinted, float glass, SuperGrey is said to minimize the effect of solar
glare on interior tasks, such as VDT-screen
use, and to reduce the need for blinds or
other shading devices. Glazed in an IG unit
with a clear inboard light, it has a low
shading coefficient of 0.23. With a low interior
reflectance as well, the glass won't distort
views to the outside. Its neutral-black
appearance is said to complement many exterior cladding materials. 419/247-4721.
Pilkington Libbey-Owens-Ford Co., Toledo.

Intended for commercial and institutional
applications where solid-surface material
might be appropriate but too costly for the
budget, Nuvel sheet gives a seamless look to
large-scale casegoods such as these sweeping
seminar-room desks designed by Jung
Brannen Associates. The matte-finish material comes in seven "fleck" colors; maintenance requires only a mild abrasive cleanser.
Resin itself is made by General Electric.
800/FORMICA. Formica Corp., Cincinnati.
Joan F Blatterman
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This month we feature, among other projects, three American museums as different from one another in intent and
realization as one could possibly imagine. The Museum of
Contemporary Art in Chicago (pages 80-87), designed by
Berlin-based architect Josef Paul Kleihues is, as writer
Cheryl Kent points out, a Classically planned building in
Modernist dress. It is also the latest chapter in the city's ongoing obsession with the architectural rigor of another
visiting German, Mies van der Rohe, who came to Chicago in
the late 1930s and practiced there until his death in 1969. As
an outsider, Kleihues was in a privileged position to summarize the city's building tradition and, presented with one of
the remaining magnificent downtown sites-bridging the
density of North Michigan Avenue with the more bucolic
landscape of a park that extends to Lake Michigan-he was
provided a mighty platform for his vision. In Moshe Safdie's
new home for the Skirball Cultural Center in Los Angeles'
Santa Monica Mountains (pages 94-101), he presents a different experience to museum-goers. While the plan of an
institution devoted to displaying Jewish artifacts and traditions is composed as a meandering journey through a
variety of indoor and outdoor spaces, the overall effect is of
miniature city rather than, as in Chicago, precious object.
Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates' renovation and expansion of the Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego (pages
88-93), takes another approach. Like Chicago, it has two
faces-one purposely respectful to its historic neighborhood
of La Jolla, and another more exuberant that opens to the
Pacific Ocean. Incorporating an Irving Gill house of 1916,
the museum's split personality is furthered by its meld of old
and new. Together, the three projects reveal that the essential challenge of museum design is not to stage a competition
between art and architecture, but to reveal how an institution sees itself. Karen D. Stein
Manufacturers' Sources
listed on page 120
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Viewpoint

Kleihues Defies Skepticism
to Create Chicago Landmark
One of the most debated buildings of the year, the
new Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago
represents German architect Josef P. Kleihues's
American debut. Is it too Classical or too reserved?
Or does it update the city's rich architectural
heritage?

I

By Cheryl Kent
t took an outsider to see what Chicago has to build on. After many
years of buildings that denied the city's powerful architectural traditions, Berlin-based architect Josef Paul Kleihues has designed the
handsome new Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA), using the past
as the foundation for an inspired essay in Modernist design. Kleihues
has borrowed Classical forms and proportions to carve out a contemporary building. Deep into the 1990s, Kleihues's MCA seems to
summarize a composure and restraint that has blessedly come to us
after an era in which the over-the-top, program-be-damned hedonism
of museums like Peter Eisenman's Wexner Center and Frank Gehry's
Vitra Museum has been celebrated.
This is not to say the MCA is a 1990s reprise of a 1950s building or,
for that matter, something much older. There is nothing retardataire
about the building, although the entire form of the museum is a reinterpretation of Classical elements: there is the building's strict
symmetry, its two pedestals for which sculptures are being commissioned at either side of the entry, a forecourt, and a cornice, if a rather
weak one. The use of materials alone is enough to distinguish the
building, marking it as singular to its age. Cast-aluminum square
plates are affixed to the building with gleaming polished bolts and
serve as cladding for all but the ground level, which is sheathed in
finely finished Indiana limestone. The detailing is exquisite, the
geometry precise. And the cast aluminum is a great relief from the
thin-veneer polished granite that has been pasted like so much wallpaper up and down this city's once-beautiful North Michigan Avenue,
diminishing a gorgeous stone to the gaudy and commonplace.
Formidable precedents, however, remain behind the surface and,
indeed, Kleihues cites the Acropolis and Karl Friedrich Schinkel's
Schauspielhaus as the MCA's antecedents. Just as important is the
work of another German outsider, Mies van der Rohe, who built on
Chicago's legacy of Modernism and took it into the post-war era.
The museum's location is superb. It stands one block east of the retail
hustle along North Michigan Avenue, on a site donated by the state of
Illinois where an armory building formerly stood. (In its earlier incarnation, the museum operated from a renovated bakery at a less
prominent address on Ontario Street where it was founded in 1967.)
There is a pretty, recently landscaped public park to the west and, on
the opposite side of the museum, another park (miserable looking and
neglected) extends east all the way to Lake Michigan. Thus the

Cheryl Kent is a former correspondent with Progressive
Architecture and writes about design from, Chicago.
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museum is a freestanding structure, visible to everyone in the vicinity
and possessor of some of the most beautiful views anywhere in
Chicago. As North Michigan Avenue has pulled retail north from the
older urban center about a mile away, the MCA marks one of the first
important new institutional buildings to follow this northward drift.
The benefits of the MCA siting are more immediately apparent than
the drawbacks. But the site offers no forgiving utilitarian elevation
where loading docks, parking, and services can be secreted. These
had to be incorporated in a genteel fashion on the north and south
sides of the building (the dock drive cuts through the width of the
building). Some elevations work better than others. The south side is
far less successful than the north, for example, as much because of the
security entries and the unhappy asymmetrical fenestration on a
building driven by geometry. This will improve when the trees fill out.
Medieval-looking black gates lead to the dock and a parking area
beneath the stepped sculpture garden at the back of the museum.
The main entry to the MCA is up a grand flight of stairs, which has
proven controversial. At the top of the stairs, the view to the lake
through the building and across the sculpture garden opens and,
turning back, one can see the city laid out to the west. The stairs,
which some have criticized as too imposing and others as too Classical, are, to my mind, absolutely appropriate to such an institution,
since they work both programmatically and esthetically. They stand in
mute reply to the Museum of Modern Art (Mo MA) in New York City.
Ever since MoMA was built in the 1930s, it has been common to
express art's accessibility with street-level entryways. Without suggesting that art should be deified, Kleihues makes it plain that
contemporary art deserves to be elevated along with the old masters.
Now that the museum has opened, the stairs are animated by people
sitting on them and musicians playing in front.
Kleihues's approach is very different from Mario Botta's in the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) [RECORD, November
1994, pages 74-82], where the entry level is occupied by a specialevents room, auditorium, bookstore, and cafe. To get to the art at
SFMOMA, you must take an interior stair, albeit a dramatic one. The
unspoken implication is that fund-raising and money-making come
first and art second. Indeed, it is instructive to compare the MCA
with SFMOMA. Both have similar programs, are designed by foreign
architects who had never worked in the U.S., and are important cultural additions to major cities. While the MCA captures the essence of
Chicago's architectural spirit, SFMOMA has been criticized as being
a foreign object aloof from its setting and local building traditions.
Planning is plainly one of Kleihues's fortes. Throughout, the MCA has
an enviable compact quality and completeness of thought. No longer
simple art warehouses with dignified facades as they were early in
this century, museums-contemporary ones in particular-must now
accommodate works of tremendous scale, as well as temporary and
traveling exhibits that often compete with the usual circulation patterns. Room must be found for video, dance, and other
performances- all accepted contemporary art forms-together with
the party rooms for fund-raising. (Text continued on page 86)

Museum of Contemporary Art
Chicago, Illinois
Josef P Kleihues, Inc., Architect
A. Epstein and Sons, International,
Associate Architect

The Museum of Contemporary Art has two
main public faces: the west-facing main
entrance, a block from the central Chicago
artery of Michigan Avenue (top left), and the
east-facing sculpture terrace overlooking
Lake Michigan (middle and bottom left and
opposite). The building's footprint and the
sculpture garden are both 184-ft squares.
Kleihues based his elevations on the Classical tripartite configuration of base, wall, and
cornice. In the front, a grand staircase, set 26
feet back from the structure's front edge,
establishes a podium for the second-floor
lobby and galleries and offices located above.
The 16jt-high base is clad in 2-ft-square
Indiana limestone panels meant to echo the
color of the nearby historic Water Tower. The
panels are 4 inches thick and are attached by
countersunk screws, centered in each slab.
Kleihues says the fastners are an allusion to
Otto Wagner's 1906 Postsparkasse in Vienna.
For the middle zone of the wall, the architect
initially considered using one-inch-thick
lead sheets, but the material's pliability and
toxicity precluded its use. Instead, panels of
cast-aluminum, intended to patina with age
and the effects of Chicago's damp climate,
were chosen. Maniifactiired in El Paso,
Texas, the panels were sandblasted with fine
iron filings that left a residue in the softer
aluminum surface. Four countersunk
screws, placed in the corners, are used to
attach the panels. Fixed, 11 -ft-square
windows, custom-designed for the project,
have anodized aluminum.frames.
A protruding cornice creates a deep shadow
on the building, giving a definite cap to the
structure. A sketch by Kleihues shows his
early vision of the complex (below).
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Kleihues likens his organization of the
museum's interior spaces to that of Louis
Sullivan's Carson, Pirie, Scott store in its
placement of various functions within a
simple geometric plan. The MCA, says Kleihues, "is also a basic shape, a square in this
case, with seven bays on each side. I used the
corners to plug in almost everything we
needed for vertical" circulation, then centered the main stair on the front of the
building and established a strong east-west
axis through the building (plans left). Shipshaped interior stairs (below) occupy the
northwest and southwest corners.

NORTH - SOUTH SECTI ON

While the ground floor contains the auditorium, classrooms, and the first level of the g~ft
shop, most visitors walk up the 32 steps of the
grand stair and enter the museum on the
second floor where they find the main lobby,
dining, and access to the outdoor sculpture
garden. Two large galleries, each with 6,800
sq ft of space, house temporary exhibitions
on this floor. The third floor features a
gallery for video and media arts. The
museum's permanent collection and exhibitions of works on paper are in galleries on
the fourth floor. The top-lit, vaulted galleries
(bottom, opposite) provide 16, 000 sq ft of
exhibition space.
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1. Classroom
2. Conference

3. Board room

4. Art storage
3

I
FIRST FLOOR
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Office
Theater
Museum store
Orientation
Information
Great hall
Gallery
Cafe

The interplay between transparency and containment is a theme that runs through the
museum's interiors and starts as soon as visitors climb the main stair and get views
through the building to Lake Michigan. "But
as soon as you enter the exhibition space,
you are separated," explains Kleihues, "you
are in some way isolated with the art. "A
foyer (top opposite) outside the exhibition
areas offers views of the city.

Continued from page 80
Little space is wasted in the MCA. If the need for the 300-seat theater
and video galleries was obvious, it is delightful to find them incorporated rather than added on, as is the case with older museums trying
to catch up. The theater is at grade, as is the handicapped-access
entry, the group-tour entry, classrooms, and, on the opposite side of
the building, the gift shop. Tucked into the two west corners are beautifully detailed staircases which recall the Guggenheim and which
wind down to fish pools at the first level.
Aside from its logic and simplicity, the plan's beauty lies in its separation of art from the attendant services of tours, children's
amusements, and retail. On entering the museum at the second level,
the visitor encounters the heart of the institution- the art. The foyer
is a grand four-story atrium filled with daylight. Beyond, on either
side of the hall, two large galleries-each two stories high- are
designed for traveling or temporary exhibits. These are illuminated
by light fixtures, but convincingly simulate daylight. Four doublestory vaulted galleries on levels four and five are home to the
permanent collection. There, a complex computerized system admits
filtered daylight, keeping the level constant by compensating with
light from fixtures as the sun passes overhead. The lighting is
changed to correspond to the seasons and can be fine-tuned when
necessary. I found it to be quite good on the several days I visited.
Problems occur, though, in the sculpture garden, where Kleihues tries
to break his own geometry but where the curves and angles he introduces are jarring and the free feeling he wants to inspire feels forced.
Look at Mies's Barcelona Pavilion-deliberate asymmetry can accomplish more with less. Kleihues's garden walls, together with the low
planters running along the north and south sides of the museum, are
made of cast concrete. The craftsmanship is poor; cracking and patching is evident ah-eady. The planters are closer to pedestrians than any
other part of the museum and give a poor impression. They should
have been limestone. As it is, they give off a budget-cutting odor. And
for all his strengths, Kleihues is not a landscape architect. The variety
of plantings is not great enough nor the arrangement imaginative
enough. The masses of rhododendron, which have a short blossoming
season here, merely put one in mind of a spring photography session.
In addition to criticizing the design itself, some people in Chicago
grumbled that an outsider won the commission for the MCA Yet no
architect could have dreamed of a better, more fair process. No architect was asked to design something for nothing. Rather, a selection
committee, which included critic Ada Louise Huxtable, Pritzker Prize
selection-committee chairman Bill Lacy, and Gene Summers, former
architecture dean at the Illinois Institute of Technology, traveled
around the world to interview the six finalists and see their work. In
addition to Kleihues, the finalists were: the Argentine-American
Emilio Ambasz, Tadao Ando and Fumihiko Maki from Japan, Christian de Portzamparc from France, and Los Angeles-based Morphosis.
In the end, Kleihues has shown he understands Chicago. "In Chicago,
it is not necessary that buildings jump and dance. There is no need
for any decoration or any loud design." When he says this, Kleihues is
referring in part to the art and letting it come forward while the
architecture stands as a backdrop. But he is also referring to
Chicago's architectural reputation, one of the most distinguished in
the nation. Perhaps it took someone like him-a foreigner, an outsider-to come look at this city and see what in it deserved to be
recalled and what traditions were worth developing. He has done itrecalled the great Modernist tradition without copying it. He has
given this city a proud and lovely building that will age with dignity. •
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"Simplicity, openness, quiet, "are the words
Kleihues uses to describe his approach to the
museum's interiors. "I would never build a
museum that would interfere with the
visitor's ability to concentrate on art." This
attitude is manifested in spaces such as the
museum's central axis where height and
light are the key elements in creating the
setting for pieces such as James Lee Byars 's
"Golden Sphere" (opposite) .
Eschewing color and architectural high
jinks, the designers tried to eliminate as
many distractions as possible. ':4.s a visitor;
you should come to a dialog with the art
without being irritated by people running up
a ramp, or going down stairs, or riding a
transparent elevator-as some architects like
to do," states Kleihues. To reinforce this attitude, the architects limited themselves to a
simple palette of materials, including
plaster-coated drywan white-oak paneling,
impala black granite for lobby flooring, and
carpeting, concrete, or white oak for gallery
floors.
With 147,000 sq ft, the new MCA has almost
seven times the total space as its old facility
on Ontario Street. The new building also
allows the museum to present temporary
exhibits while at the same time displaying
portions of its permanent collection of 7,000
objects.
Credits

Museum of Contemporary Art
Chicago
Architect: Josef P Kleihues, Inc. - Josef P
Kleihues, architect; Johannes Rath, project
manager; Greg Sherlock, Mark Bastian, John
DeSalvo, Pablo Diaz, Arden Freeman,
H aukur H ardason, Richard M cLoughlin,
project team
Associate Architect/Engineer: A. Epstein
and Sons Internationa~ Inc. - Michael
Damore, executive vice president; Mark
Streetz, project manager
Consultants: OveArup & Partners (design
engineer); Claude R. Engle (lighting); Steven
Keller and Associates and Schiff & Associates
(security); Daniel Weinbach & Partners
(landscape)
General Contractor: WE. O'Neil
Construction Company
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Irving Gill Reconsidered
Ten years after the project began, Venturi, Scott
Brown & Associates has brought new vigor to a
historic building, remaking Irving Gill's 1916
Scripps House into a world-class home for art

S

an Diego's Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA), in La Jolla,
California, challenges conventional curatorial notions: great works
of contemporary art need not occupy an institutional "neutral white
cube," as museum director Hugh Davies calls it, nor be isolated from
nature. This 55-year-old institution presents itself with such modesty
of scale and dignity of demeanor that even after its renovation and
expansion a visitor might almost overlook its daring. Almost, that
is-until having passed through the residential enclave it fronts along
Prospect Street you reach a modest-size west-facing gallery or, perhaps for the lucky few, arrive at Davies' office, both with panoramic
Pacific Ocean views.
Certainly the intimacy of this museum is aided by the fact that the
original building, designed by Irving Gill in 1916, began life as a home
for Ellen Browning Scripps, a maverick patron of progressive causes
in the burgeoning seaside community. In keeping with her civic-mindedness, Scripps' estate in 1940, eight years after her death, lent her
vacant house to a group of local artists for the display of their work.
The debut show proved so successful that a non-profit art center
coalesced, purchasing the property.
As a museum, the Gill building underwent several alterations, including a 1950 transformation of downstairs living rooms into galleries
and second-floor bedrooms into offices. In 1959 another renovation
cloaked the Gill facade. Both projects were by San Diego architect
Robert Mosher of Mosher & Drew. By the time Davies took over as
head of the museum in 1983, the institution was in need of additional
space to exhibit its growing collection. An extensive architect search

The renovated and
expanded Museum
of Contemporary
Art, San Diego, sits
in a precinct offour
Irving Gill buildings
(below) that includes
his Woman's Club
across the street.
Robert Venturi's late
1980's sketches show
VSBA's response to
the 1916 structure.
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Museum of Contemporary Art,
San Diego
La Jolla, California
Venturi, Scott Brown & Associates,
Architect

led to the 1986 selection of Venturi, Scott Brown & Associates
(VSBA). VSBA was chosen, reports Davies, partly for its facility with
history, and partly for principal-in-charge Robert Venturi's longstanding admiration of Gill, for whom he coined the term "enigmat" for his
enigmatic blend of Modernism, Arts and Craft, and Spanish Revival.
(Not surprisingly, VSBA is known as an equally adept style mixer.)
Almost simultaneously, VSBA was awarded the coveted and totally
absorbing commission to design the new Sainsbury Wing of London's
National Gallery of Art [RECORD, October 1991, pages 72-79] and so
offered its California client the option of reconsidering its selection.
MCA instead chose to wait, even agreeing to spend more on VSBA's
fee than if it had proceeded with a less internationally prominent
choice, convinced of the selection's appropriateness. In fact, over the
years between design and the museum's reopening, patience prevailed on both sides, as an activist community group sought to block
what they saw as museum "imperialism" and as the difficulties of
fund-raising during a recession curtailed the building program.
After 10 years, the result is a complex that puts Gill in a new context.
While VSBA recaptured the obscured Gill facade, the architect did
not try to turn back time. The former Scripps house, while still the
centerpiece, is now an element in a larger composition that seems
both derived from it, and distinct, thanks to exaggerated shifts of
scale between "old" and new: the arched windows of the VSBA wings
are Gill-like in form yet are filled with a thickly-mullioned glass; the
chunky columns of the pergola are fattened versions of those at Gill's
Woman's Club across the street.
Although the Scripps House's front was imprinted in many an architectural historian's mind, its lesser-known back has been transformed
by VSBA's windows and a terraced staircase leading to the garden
and overlooking the beach. Made into a giant frame on the landscape,
the changed MCA sends a message: the contemplation of art is, like a
window on the ocean, a view to the infinite. Karen D. Stein

1. Entrance
2. Bookstore
3. Gallery
4. Cafe
5. Box office
6. Auditorium
7. Loading
8. Sculpture court
9. Lecture room
10.Library
11. Office
12. Terrace
13. Storage
14. Mechanical

STREET LEVEL
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~

s
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GARDEN LEVEL

Up Close
Challenges: Re-establish the museum's

prominence within La Jolla, California's
Irving Gill precinct. Recapture the 1916 Gill
facade, formerly the Ellen Browning Scripps
House, within an expanded, reinvigorated
whole.
Program: Provide additional exhibition, artstorage, library, and bookstore space. Add a
cafe, update the uses and facilities of the
auditorium, and create a grand, central space
for public functions.
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Solution: Playing up the contrast of the site's
front and back, the renovated Museum of
Contemporary Art is purposely two-faced.
Along Prospect Street, where it faces other
Gill buildings, a "restored" original facade is
flanked by new arched wings of the cafe to the
north and a shop and auditorium to the south.
In the back, where Gill-like austerity gives
way to dramatic Pacific Ocean views, a VSBAdesigned stair steps down the bluff toward
Coast Boulevard.Total cost: $9.25 million.
Plans for a northwest wing of galleries await
funding.

Artist Ed Ruscha's acrylic on
PVC-coated fabric "Brave Men
Run in My Family" echoes the
the drama of the ocean-front site
(opposite). A new terraced path
allows views back to the building.

Venturi, Scott Brown & Associates initially conceived the
piiblic foyer as a domed space.
Though the approach was eventually eliminated by La Jolla's
30-foot building-height limitation, vestiges of the idea remain
in the white neon-ribbed fins that
appear to have collapsed into an
oval cutout in the ceiling (opposite). The seven-pointed star,
meant as a beacon of the
museum's transformation, dominates the trapezoidal lobby.
Venturi modeled his solution on
Michelangelo's Capitoline Hill
in Rome, a favorite reference.
The terrazzo floor is sprinkled
with giant dalmatian dots. Artist
Alexis Smith's "Men Seldom
Make Passes at Girls Who Wear
Glasses" is on view. A new cafe
overlooks the entry pergola (top
left). Meeting rooms and galleries have ocean views (middle
and bottom left). At the stair to
the lower level, a view through
time and place: a VSBA-scale
window into a Gill gallery and
out to the sea (bottom right).
Credits

Museum of Contemporary Art,
San Diego
La Jolla, California
Architect: Venturi, Scott Brown
& Associates-Robert Venturi,
Denise Scott Brown, principalsin-charge; Ann Trowbridge,
project manager; John Hunter,
project architect; Brian LaBau
Associate Architect: David
Raphael Singer
Engineers: Lopez Dunn
Ramirez & Associates
(structural); Engineering Group
(mechanical); Ila + Zamitt
(electrical)
Consultants: Garbini + Garbini
(landscape); Fisher Marantz,
Renfro, Stone (lighting); John
Manning (food service)
General Contractor: Centex
Golden Construction Company
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City on a Hill

Moshe Safdie builds a miniature
town in the Santa Monica
Mountains that tells the story of
American Jews.

Skirball Cultural Center
Los Angeles, California
Moshe Safdie and Associates, Architect
Albert C. Martin and Associates,
Associate Architect

Skirball Cultural Center, an outgrowth of the Hebrew Union
in Los Angeles, has its first real home in a Moshe SafdieTheCollege
designed, 125,000-square-foot, $65-million complex. Located on a
15-acre site in the Santa Monica Mountains, it's a few ridges and one
San Diego Freeway exit away from Richard Meier's magnum opus,
the Getty Center- six buildings on llO acres scheduled to open to the
public in the fall of 1997 [RECORD, October 1991, pages 80-87]. Due to
their proximity and their roles as cultural "cities on a hill," comparisons between the Skirball and the Getty are inevitable and, for the
former, somewhat unfortunate. Factoring in issues of size and budget
(the Getty's official budget has already topped $700 million), the comparison is certainly not stacked in Skirball's favor, even though it does
plan to benefit from the run-off of the Getty's projected 1.5 million
visitors per year.
Yet the notion of each commission as a masterwork by its particular
architect- the culmination of a decade or more of mature study-resonates in both complexes. Skirball, awarded to Safdie in 1985 after an
extensive architect search, is the Israeli-born, Canadian-national,
Boston-based architect's first major civic project in the United States.
Also, he says, it deals with an issue that has been on his mind since
the completion of his controversial Habitat housing project at the
Montreal Exposition of 1967: authenticity. For Safdie, the search for
authenticity in his architecture raises two lingering, if somewhat
rhetorical, questions: "Does [a] building make the most of the place?"
and "To what extent does the program generate the building's form?"

Excerpts from Moshe Safdie's
sketchbook show early concepts
(below and opposite). Stainlesssteel roofs are meant to reflect
sky (above and opposite).
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As answered by Uri Herscher, founding president and chief executive
officer of the Skirball Cultural Center, the complex is a three-dimensional representation of his institution's mission, born from its site.
"It wasn't a building project," says Herscher of the first five years of
working with Safdie. "It started with a programmatic ideal. It became
a building project." The program of the center-combining exhibitions depicting Jewish artifacts and traditions (the core collection is
called "Visions and Values: Jewish Life From Antiquity to America")
with a broader-ranging cultural and educational series of lectures,
concerts, and performances- is equal parts tradition and invention.
What emerged as its organizing form: bunker-like masomy geometric
shapes topped with stainless-steel gables with barrel tops that are
meant to mirror the sky, presents an unmistakable public image of
solidity and reflection. Combining cast-in-place concrete with stainless steel, pinkish stone, and green slate, Safdie created a hybrid of
foreign culture and new place-the architectural equivalent of an
immigrant.
While the organization of the Skirball's parts and pieces-the route
from parking entry; the overlap and, at times, unclear distinction
between exhibition, conference center, and scholar-dedicated areasis confusing to the first-time visitor, the plan's looseness is, perhaps, a
deliberate attempt to imply that the path of Jews to America has not
been a linear one. The sense of meandering through time and place is
reinforced by a series of courtyards that lead from outside to inside to
outside not only to make outdoor "living rooms," but also to conjure
an ancient Middle Eastern town tucked among the hills. In this
project, Safdie dedicated himself to expressing the virtues of a place
whose mission is both educational and symbolic. In wrestling with the
overt symbols of Judaism, he noted that, over history, "Jews built in
the architecture [style] of the place [they lived in],'' noting that "a
Jewish architecture," if such a thing existed, "would come out of a
respect for nature." In trying to invent one, the architect embraced a
cause that, like the struggle for authenticity, is as personal as it is professional. Karen D. Stein
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Up Close
Challenges: Incorporate what was once a
museum of Judaica and Jewish art, located on
the Los Angeles campus of Hebrew Union
College, into a cultural center with a more
extensive program whose primary mission is,
according to founding president and chief
executive officer Uri Herscher, "to tell the
story of the Jewish people from antiquity to
the present day, with particular emphasis on
the American experience."
Program: Provide core collection and
temporary exhibition space; a conference
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center with adjoining meeting rooms,
classrooms, and auditorium that can be rented
to appropriate outside event organizations;
curatorial, administrative, and staff offices; a
restaurant, a museum shop, and outdoor
plazas.
Solution: Following the acquisition of a 15acre site in the Santa Monica Mountains in
1983, Herscher and the Skirball trustees
embarked on an extensive search for an
architect, which resulted in the 1985 selection
of Moshe Safdie, architect of the new Hebrew
Union College campus in Jerusalem. The $65million,125,000-square-foot Skirball Cultural

Center complex is organized around two
central massing elements: the museum with
13,000 square feet of permanent collection
space, and 4,000 square feet for changing
exhibitions, and the education center, which
includes a 300-seat auditorium, each located
adjacent to its own parking facilities. Linked
by a public foyer and a series of trellised
courtyards that overlook the mountains, the
forms are clad in cast-in-place concrete with
infill panels of pinkish clay stone, stainless
steel, and green slate. Roofs are covered in
stainless steel.

Offices and the education center
overlook an internal courtyard
enhanced by the lilac-colored
flowers ofjacaranda trees and a
lily-filled pond (opposite top).
The museum foyer overlooks a
courtyard with a blue enamelon-steel sculpture by Vera
Ronnen-Wall inset into a curved
concrete wall (opposite bottom
left). Throughout the complex
trellises create a play of shadow
on the paved plazas of outdoor
reception areas (opposite bottom
left and above), while the stainless-steel gables project their
profile against the Santa Monica
Mountains.
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1. Offices
2. Roof
3. Children's
Discovery Center
4. Ballroom
5. Museum storage
6. Main entrance
7. Permanent exhibitions
8. Temporary
exhibitions
9. Gift shop
10. Cafe
11. Donor courtyard
12. Terrace
13. Auditorium
14. Academic
courtyard
15. Conference room
16. Classroom
17. Library
18. CommuniGation
center
19. Amphitheater

100FT.
GROUND LEVEL
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''A story told through objects," is
how Skirball Cultural Center
president Uri Herscher describes
the exhibition component of his
institution (photos I, 2, 3, and 5),
which depicts the lives and traditions of Jewish people, particularly those that have immigrated
to the U.S. Permanent and
changing installations include
objects, photographs, film, and
sound recordings, so a variety of
lighting types is employed,
including the diffused daylight
admitted through the barrel
vaulted light monitors (4) and
skylights in the office block (6).
Credits
Skirball Cultural Center
Los Angeles, California
Owner: Hebrew Union College
Architect: Moshe Safdie and
Associates- Moshe Safdie,
principal-in-charge; Isaac
Franco, Jim Herold, Ken Janson,
Steve Baker, Jeff Jacoby, Hugh
Phillips, project team
Associate Architect/
Engineer: Albert C. Martin and
Associates
Consultants: Emmet L. Wemple
& Associates (landscape);
Dithmer & Krabbendam
(interiors); Jean Jacques Andre
Consultants (exhibition); Fisher
Marantz Renfro Stone (lighting);
Paul S. Veneklasen and
Associates (acoustical);
Chapman DucibellaAssociates
(security); RichardD. White
(specifications); Jon Roll &
Associates (signage)
General Contractor: C.L.
Peck/Jones Brothers
Construction Corporation
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An Industrial Prototype
That Sells Itself
M

arshall McLuhan would have loved it: a building for selling and distributing building products that's made with the products it
promotes. And the architects who designed the building also helped
develop one of the primary building products it uses. Talk about the
medium being the message!
Designed as a prototype for a series of regional sales and distribution
centers in Germany, the Sto AG depot in Hamburg goes beyond its
humble industrial-building type to become an important element in
the company's marketing strategy and a kind of three-dimensional
advertisement. Sto, a German manufacturer of stucco, wall-cladding
systems, and paint, wanted to use the building to integrate sales,
product display, distribution, and customer training in one facility, at
the same time selling directly to architects and its usual market of
contractors and builders.
To get the attention of architects, the company "deliberately chose to
work with an internationally known architect,'' says J ochen Stotmeister, chairman of the board of Sto. Stotmeister had been impressed by
the work of James Stirling Michael Wilford and Associates, especially
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the firm's buildings at Harvard, Cornell, and the University of California at Irvine, which all used Sto products. After Stirling's death in
1992, Sto became one of Michael Wilford and Partners' first clients
and, indeed, the Hamburg depot is the firm's first completed project.
To provide flexibility so that future versions of the prototype can fit on
a variety of sites, the architects broke it into four discrete components-a warehouse, an office wing, an exhibition area, and a
customer-training pavilion. The location of each can vary to meet specific site conditions (diagrams, opposite right). "We standardized the
four pieces, but they can be assembled in different ways,'' explains
Wilford.
Like most industrial buildings, this one is set in a nondescript area on
the fringe of town. "One of the key design issues," explains Wilford,
"was how to establish the identity of the company in this featureless
urban environment." By giving each of the depot's four components
its own form and primary color, the architects made sure the complex
has more visual impact than its relatively small size (35,000 sq ft)
would normally command.

Designed as a kit-of-parts, a new
distribution center in Germany
can be repeated on other sites.

Sto R egional Depot
Hamburg, Germ any
Michael Wilford and Partners,
Architect

"We wanted the building to promote the company's products," says
Wilford. Working with Sto, Wilford and his associates developed a
new prefabricated cladding system that uses composite panels made
of insulation, stucco, and weatherproofing. The panels are delivered to
the site with slotted fittings installed and are bolted directly to the
building's steel frame. Angled trapezoidal insulation planks inject a
dynamic quality to the new product. "Rather than conceal the prefabricated nature of the building, we wanted to celebrate it," says
Wilford. The architects had wanted to use the cladding system for the
building's roofs as well as its walls, but the technology wasn't quite
ready to be pushed that far, so sheets of aluminum were used instead.
Like many buildings today, the Sto depot must work for vehicles and
people. Orders can be taken either at a "drive-up" window near the
entry or inside at the operations counter. Orders are delivered to customers' vehicles at the warehouse's glazed doors. What's more
surprising is the quality of the environment for customers and staff.
Not many industrial-supply buildings have a small cafe or a garden
protected from the street. And sales staff rarely get light-filled offices
and a second-story courtyard for themselves. Clifford A. Pearson
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Set on a corner lot, the depot was
designed to grab the attention of
people in moving cars (previous
pages) and quickly express the
fact that various functions take
place here: offices under a yellow
barrel-vaulted roof, training in a
sloped-roof pavilion, product
display behind a curving wal~
and distribution from a
canopied shed that mimics the
yellow stripe and white background of the Sto logo (bottom
opposite). A curving loggia protects a garden (top opposite),
then becomes as a display wall
inside the building.

While all of the depot's main
components are steel-frame
structures, the office block sits on
a poured-concrete "table" straddling the first -floor exhibition
area. The building's skin is a
prefabricated cladding system
(axonometric above and wall
section right) that comes in
panels ranging in size from 4 mby-2. 5 m (13.2 ft -by-8.25 ft) to 12
m -by-2.5 m (39.6 ft-by-8.25 ft),
maximum transportable length.
Because water infiltration is
often a problem with panelized
systems, expanding-adhesive,
double seals were used for joints.

-

foam-rubber
double seal
glass-fiber
rei nforcement
mesh

k'•l~-Hl---H I--

rigid insulation

.1- --1-11- -

"perlconboard"
sheathing

11~-!!1-l---!-lj·--l !e--

wool
insulation
lightweight
steel frame
plasterboard
lining

Public functions, including
sales, product display, and customer training, are housed on
the ground floor. Offices and a
private courtyard for the staff
are on the second floor.

OFFICE BUILDI NG WALL SECTION
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The heart of the depot is the operations counter (opposite top),
located in the triangular space
where the building's four main
components come together. While
the components may relate to
each other in a variety of ways
in future incarnations of the
prototype plan, they will always
meet at the operations counter,
"the fu lcrum" for the entire
design, says Wilford.

0

Since Sta manufactures paints,
color is an element the architects
were encouraged to use prominently. While primary colors
were applied on the exterior of
the building, a range of softer
hues were used inside.

SECOND FLOOR

1. Entrance
2. Drive-up orders
3. Exhibition
4. Operations
counter
5. Training
6. Garden
7. Tower
8. Warehouse
9. Storage
10. Courtyard
11. Offices

8

FIRST FLOOR

N ~

more daylight than is typical in
this building type.
Credits

Sta Regional Depot
Hamburg, Germany
Owner: Sta AG
Architect: Michael Wilford and
Partners- Michael Wilford,
Manuel Schupp, Charlie
Sutherland, Kenneth Beattie,
Jurgen Engelhardt, Markus
Mangold, Stuart McKnight, Ian
McMillan, Jutta Simpsendorfer,
design team
Site Supervising Architect:

Rudiger Franke
Engineers: Boll & Partner
(structural); Jaeger Mornhinweg
& Partners (mechanical); Werner
Schwarz Gmbh (electrical)

The courtyard on the roof above
the operations counter helps
bring daylight into second-story
offices and a conference room
(opposite bottom). Offices feed off
a double-loaded corridor that is
brightened by generous glazing
at either end (below). Thanks to
a long skylight and three glazed
doors, the warehouse also enjoys

100 FT.
30M.
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BUILDING TYPES STUDY 740/Sports Facilities

Opportunities on the Sidelines
T

he demand for buildings that can be used to house sports, both the
increasingly popular single-sport facilities like baseball parks, and
multi-use arenas that can host different athletic events and activities
like concerts and conventions, has boosted the annual value of this
construction-market sector into the hundreds of millions of dollars in
recent years (see graph with F.W Dodge data opposite page). It has
given rise to what one day may be looked back upon as the golden age
of moder n sports architecture, having spawned new kinds of architectural form, unprecedented activity, and even a new type of
architectural firm that specializes in sports facilities.
Does this indicate a huge opportunity for architects other than those
firms like HOK Sport, Ellerbe Becket Co., and HNTB Corp., who
already have an established presence in this market? Probably not.
But architects may well find work in the areas immediately surrounding new facilities as citizens who are planning them realize athletic
venues should not be planned in isolation to their neighborhoods, but
as a part of overall development strategies.

Architects who don't do sports
facilities will find their best
opportunities in redevelopment
projects in adjacent areas.
A number of factors have played into the activity of the sports market
over the last 15 years. Expansion teams needed new venues, and
older facilities didn't have enough seating capacity, efficient concessions, or new innovations like club-level seating or luxury suites that
mean millions of dollars in extra income for team owners. At the same
time, player salaries skyrocketed and owners argued that they
needed more revenue to keep the best players on their teams.
The owners' point of view has had a certain logic: seating capacity, the
number of luxury suites, and the quality of facilities are primary
drivers behind sports' revenues. But in their quest to maximize
profits, some team owners have been almost as willing to trade cities
as they are to trade players. According to an article in the January 16,

Neighborhood sports
bars and souvenir
shops (opposite) may
not survive if the
Yankees leave their
current home (photos
right) for Manhattan's West Side.
Diverse business
types help sportsvenue districts
prosper off-season.
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1996 Investor's Business Daily, at least 30 major professional sports
teams were looking for new places to play either in the cities where
they were located or elsewhere.
If 30 teams are looking for new homes, and they find them, it follows
that many of the vacated venues will need new teams. But there are
only so many professional sports teams to go around, and the owners
of these teams need not increase this number to fill vacant facilities if
they don't want to. In fact, it behooves them to ensure a shortage of
teams for the simplest of economic reasons: when the demand for
teams outstrips the supply, team owners can call the shots. A shortage
of teams pits city against city, and politician against politician. It is the
best of all possible worlds for team owners. Earlier this year Yankees
owner George Steinbrenner had New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and New Jersey Governor Christine Todd Whitman battling each
other like two star pitchers, each trying to outdo the other as the
Yankees look for a new venue. Guiliani's offer is a $1-billion domed
stadium on Manhattan's West Side.
The hidden costs of sports venues

The affection for athletic teams is an emotional, sometimes irrational,
force. Rabid fans rally behind teams, putting great pressure on state
and local politicians to keep them at home. Politicians and civic groups
support the drive to build sports facilities at immense cost to taxpayers while agreeing to rent them to team owners at far below cost.
The infatuation with athletics is so intense that civic leaders, like Giuliani and Whitman, continue to push for teams and facilities despite an
enormous need for money to pay for education, infrastructure, and
the like, even when there is mounting evidence that the economic
advantages of having a team in a city are negligible, or that they may
have a negative impact on communities. For example, St. Petersburg,
Florida's Suncoast Dome will have cost the city over $30 million in
debt service and maintenance before a major-league team finally calls
it home in 1998. In written testimony before Congress, economist
Andrew Zimbalist of Smith College, Northampton, Mass., states,
"Frequently, the stadium lease is on such concessionary terms that
the city cannot even cover its incremental debt service with rent and
other stadium revenues. The public ends up paying for the stadiums,
only to generate millions of extra revenue that inevitably is divided

"If you 're going to justify one of these things economically,
you've got to look at it in terms of the quality of life in a
city," says Joe Spear of HOK Sport.
between higher player salaries and ownership profits." Edwin Mills,
director of real-estate research at the Kellogg Graduate School of
Management at Northwestern University, noted in a recent speech
concerning Boston's proposed Megaplex, "The facility is important
only insofar as it draws people from other areas who would not otherwise come to Boston. They bring new money into the local economy."
And even when new money does come to town, the so-called "multiplier-effect" is said by Mills and others to have been overstated. The
idea is that each time money is added to a local economy, and then
respent within that economy, the money magically multiplies. Mills
says that much more of this money actually "leaks" to other
economies than most stadium proponents are willing to admit.
Also, local money itself doesn't create new spending. It is simply
shifted away from other local recreation attractions. "Twenty-five
dollars spent in connection with the Megaplex has no more economic
value than $25 spent at the local cinema," says Mills. "The essential
truth is that if people have more money taken out of their pockets for
taxes [to pay for a new stadium or arena], they spend less. It is perfectly symmetrical with a positive multiplier-effect, but in this case, it
is a negative effect."

Winning at the game
It seems unlikely that stadium and arena construction will ever completely disappear, even though a good case can be made against the
public funding of sports facilities. For cities to benefit from this activity, sports facilities have to be planned as part of larger overall
redevelopment efforts, or at least they should be sited as more
diverse commercial districts. For example, the restaurants and sports
bars near football stadiums, which have only a handful of home games
each year, may become local destinations in some markets, but they
can hardly be expected to become frequent out-of-town destination
points on their own. The architects who become involved in designing
the accompanying shopping, hotels, offices, and even residential
developments-as well as attractions that are not seasonal such as
the aquarium and science center that help anchor Baltimore's
Camden Yards-may turn out to be the true winners in the game.
HOK Sport Senior Vice President Joe Spear cites the South Market
area in San Francisco, where a new Giants stadium has been proposed, as another location where such potential exists. "It's

remarkable how much diversity was there after the earthquake and
the demolition of the elevated freeways. I think a stadium there would
make a real difference-it will bend the light rays, as it were-in what
people think of the area and what they are willing to invest there."
The proposed stadium for New York's West Side has a similar potential for reclaiming underused former industrial land from the
surrounding area. Commercial and residential projects there would
create many opportunities for architects.
"When you design something that could be as emotionally significant
as Jacobs Field or Coors Field,'' says Spear, "you don't start out with
a blank sheet of paper, you start out with the city. There is a lot of
diversity to draw from, to shape the building, whether that's an arena
or a football stadium, or what. Commercial diversity is extremely
important to economic success."

n.e big picture
Whether sports facilities should be publicly funded, and if so, whether
they will have the potential to benefit more than a few architects will
always be debatable. But Spear says one of the best arguments in
favor of stadiums is really intangible. "I think if you're going to justify
one of these things economically, you've got to look at it in terms of
the quality of life in a city, something that is hard to put in dollars and
cents. If Cleveland lost its baseball team, what would that do to its
image as a place? It's hard to say any of these stadiums have added Xpercent to property values or the economy of these cities, but they
have enriched the environment tremendously. I don't think you'd get
any argument about that." Charles Linn
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Coors Field
Denver, Colorado
HOK Sport, A rchitects
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Comparisons between Coors
Field and early ballparks are
inevitable. While it is true that
Coors' esthetic is a somewhat
sanitized imitation of the gritty
urban ballparks of old, which
evolved over time through the
addition of bleachers, fences, and
signage, and whose outfields
were often oddly shaped by the
confines of irregularly shaped
sites, one thing is sure: if you
can't go back in time to Ebbetts

Field, or the original Comisky
Park, Coors Field might be the
perfect place to capture the
magic "crack" of ash on hor sehide on a warm summer's night.
Coors Field is located in the
shadows of old warehouses on
the site of the for mer Union
Pacific railyards in Denver's
lower downtown district, an area
that was once the locus of commercial activity for the entire

region. The supply of nearby
structures, which had fallen into
disuse with the decline of the
railroads, is extensive and readymade for redevelopment. In fact,
brew pubs, restaurants, loft
housing, and other ventures are
in development there, and property values are said to be rising.
The location of the park was also
strategic, in that major highways, streets, municipal bus

lines, and bike paths already led
to the area, although there is
little parking on the actual sitemost is "borrowed" from existing
parking in upper downtown a few
blocks away. Fans walk or use
alternative means of transportation to get to the game-according to the architects, during a
Memorial Day homestand this
year, Rockies' management
expressed concern at the lack of
public locker space for roller

blades, wondering if this new
type of fan amenity should be
offered.
No doubt part of Coors' successful replication of early ballpark
imagery is due to its low scale,
deliberately designed not to
overpower the surrounding
buildings. The stadium was kept
within the confines of a city block
and, like other buildings in urban
settings where land is valuable,

no square foot is wasted: the
building reaches right out to its
minimal street setbacks. Besides
scale and siting, a contextually
appropriate mix of materials and
detailing completes the retromessage: corbelled, diagonal
F lemish-bond brick on sandstone
plinths. These are trimmed with
Colorado's state flower, the
columbine, in hand-sculpted
terra cotta. Exposed, painted
str uctural steel supports con-

The main and side entrances to
Coors Field show (oppo site top
photos) how HOK Sport has integrated materials and traditional
patterns to create the f eel of an
old-time ballpark. Inside, the
facility has all of the modern
amenities (above). Sited on the
old Union Pacific yards, (opposite) the ball park is woven into
existing traffic patterns, and has
brought new life into Denver's
lower downtown.
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courses, canopies, and lighting
towers. The main entrance is
topped by the Bulova clock often
seen in old parks.
Inside, the similarities between
old parks and the new fall away.
The 50,000 seats are divided into
five levels, served by four concourses. To keep the height of
the park at a minimum, the
22,000 infield box seats slope
down toward the field from

street level almost two full
stories. Besides Chicago's new
Comisky Park, Coors Field is the
only park which has a concourse
that runs continuously around
the field. There is even a play
area for children who may not
yet have developed a fascination
for the game.

groundkeeper's dream come
true, 46 miles of heating coils at a
comfy 58-degrees F. give the turf
a head start in spring and melt
late snows. In what is probably a
first for ballparks, the designers
are treating wastewater r unoff
from the stadium and field using
constructed wetlands. Waterborne debris and sediments from
the stadium bowl settle inside a
subgrade 48,000-cubic-foot vault
before being pumped to the wet-

On the field, grass is back as
opposed to artificial turf, blamed
for many player injuries. A

40 FT.
12M.

SECTION "A" AT VISITORS DUGOUT

MAIN CONCOURSE LEVEL
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1. Home-plate
entry
2. Dugouts
3. Ramps

120 FT.

4. Picnic area
5. Brewpub
6. Bullpens
7. Kid's play area

8. Food court
9. Bleachers
10. Scoreboard

UPPER SEATING LEVEL

lands, a sequence of six ponds
that are planted with specific
flora to purify the water. Storm
runoff from the parking lot
drains directly to the constructed
wetlands.
Even though players have to hit
a ball 423 feet to reach the fence
at its farthest point- farther
than at any park in the majorssome fans complain that Coors
Field is ruining the game on

account of the extraordinary
number of home runs hit here:
fly balls travel far and fast in the
mile-high atmosphere. C.D.L.
Credits
Coors Field
Denver; Colorado
Owner: Denver Metropolitan
M ajar L eague Baseball Stadium
District
Architect: HOK Sport-Ray
Chandler; principal-in-charge;

Joe Spear; design principal;
Bradd Crowley, project manager;
Brad Schrock, senior designer;
Bruce Marshall project
architect; Craig M eye1; planning
coordinator
Consultants: Martin/Martin
Consulting Engineers
(structural); M • E Engineers
(M/E/P); J.F Sato and Associates
(civil and water resources);
EDAW/HRV (landscape);
GrenaldAssociates (lighting)

Retail shops and restaurants on
the ground floor of the stadium's
street side (above) attract fans
on game days, but more important is the foot traffic they ?nay
generate when there is no game.
This effort shows how an athletic
venue can contribute to the
overall economic health of a
neighborhood. The on-site sports
bars and restaurants continue
the ballpark's old-time theme.
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Kiel Center Arena
St. Louis, Missouri
Ellerbe Becket, Inc., Architects
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Publicly financed arenas and stadiums are increasingly sold to
skeptical voters as catalysts for
luring people into urban centers.
Thus, like many of the sports
facilities that Ellerbe Becket
designs these days, the Kiel
Center Arena is not located on
the open urban fringes, as such
structures usually were 20 years
ago, but right downtown in St.
Louis, where it shares its site
with another civic attraction, the

Neoclassical 1930s Kiel Opera
House. That the two structures
bear little resemblance is no accident. "It was the reason we won
the city's design competition,"
says Thom Greving, Ellerbe
Becket's senior designer on the
arena. Sweeping lines express
new times and uses- not to be
confused with the sedate role of
the opera fronting north onto a
new "culture mall." Still, the two
are oddly compatible (below).

Kiel Center Arena typifies new
sports facilities in more ways
than its urban location. Unlike
single-user structures of yore,
the arena accommodates several
activities so it is seldom idle. Initiated as the new home of the
ice-hockey team, St. Louis Blues,
its 650,000 square feet also house
the St. Louis University basketball team and numerous concerts. A variable-width playing
floor holds 20,000 seats for

hockey and 21,000 for other
events. At the ends of the arena,
1,500 seats are raised electronically during hockey games for
views over the dasher boards.
Owners Kiel Partners, a consortium of some 40 local corporations, counters usual arguments against bringing large
numbers of cars downtown with
a 1,240-car garage to park them
plus access to a rapid-transit

system. Like many new arena
owners eager for income, Kiel
Partners sell season boxessome 83 of them holding up to
730 spectators-that resemble
hotel suites complete with bars
and TVs. A restaurant seating
450 also overlooks the action. Not
everyone is happy with this configuration. "The socially segregated Kiel Profit Center shortcircuits ice hockey's electrical
charge between fans and play-

ers," bemoans St. Louis Post
Dispatch sportswriter Paul Lore.
With investors wanting quick
returns, Kiel Center Arena's
design and construction period
was less than 22 months. Typical
design-construction periods for a
spectator-sports facility this size
are two to eight months longer,
notes Ellerbe Becket's project
manager Joe Diesko- still brief
periods compared to other types

To mesh two very different
buildings (and resolve a potentially awkward juncture), the
architects removed the granite
rear wall of the 1930s opera
house, numbered the stones, and
reassenibled them in their original relationship to form an
overlapping screen in front of the
new curved glass wall of the
arena. Now the arena seems to
emerge from the older structure.
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of construction. And, Kiel went
up during the rainiest summer in
a century, a flood, and the discovery of a steeply sloping rock
shelf under the site. Despite
these conditions, J. S. Alberici
Construction Company-which
had guaranteed a maximum price
of $128 per square foot when contract documents were only 60
percent complete-accelerated
the required schedule to meet an
October start of the hockey

season. Construction began
opening, the NHL went on a
around demolition of previous
strike that lasted until the followbuildings. To keep up with the
ing January. Charles K. Hoyt
work, Ellerbe Becket's engineers
Credits
worked nights approving steelKiel Center Arena
reinforcement shop drawings of
St. Louis, Missouri
the largely concrete structure,
for fabrication and pours the
Architect: Ellerbe Becket, Inc.Joe Diesko, project manager; Dan
next day. Preassembled steel
trusses over the central space
Sullivan, Bill Basset~ project
were trucked to the site at dawn architects; Thom Greving, Randy
Bredar; project designers; Gary
to beat rush-hour traffic. The
Storm, structural engineer; Jim
pay-off: Shortly before the

Lee, construction administrator;
Gordon Wood, technical advisor
Engineers: Kennedy
Associates/William Tao &
Associates (M/E/P)
Consultants: Kiku Obata &
Company (graphics, signage);
Interior Space, Inc. (food
service); By Design, Inc. (suites)
General Contractor: J. S.
Alberici Construction Company

EXISTING OPERA HOUSE

N

LOWER CONCOURSE SITE PLAN
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Quality Cames t:o Light
Finally ...Skylighting systerns which deliver the qualities in natural lighting that transforrns your visions into exciting interior environrnent
()7t's true, through the use of the most

U

modern technologies, CPI engineers
translucent daylighting systems w ith incredible
insulation performance. These Danpalon®, cost
effective, standing seam systems also provide
leak free protection unequaled by any system
in the world!

But what has made CPl's daylighting systems
the architect's first choice is that these highly
insulating Danpalon® panels still deliver the
qualities and quantities of daylight that your
visions require and that cannot be attained
w ith any other translucent material. Light which

CPI

I N T E R N A T I 0

See us in Sweets 07820/CPI
14045 W. Rockland Rd . (Rt. 176)

N A L

S kylights • Vertical Glaz ing • VVirlkways
•

Libertyvi ll e, Illinoi s 60048 USA

•

TEL (708) 8 16- 1060 •

Circle 68 on inquiry card

is full of life and that makes interior space slL
ning to look at and comfortable to experienc

To keep yourself up to date, please call today
We'll send our design catalog demonstrating
these qualities and numerous others that CPI'~
products have brought to thousands of projec
and that you should be benefitting from as w1
The finest daylighting systems ...

DanPi-~~fc~~0nsulated
1- 800-759-6985

•

Daylighting .

FAX (708) 8 16-0425

When you join ICBO as a Professional
member, you will receive:
• Volume 1 of the 1994 Uniform Building Code™ (U.B.C.) (soft cover) or options
on related volum es. If you wish to receive a different volume or format as part
of your membership package, contact ICBO
• An annual subscription to Building Standards magazine and newsletter, which
contain articles from experts in building design and construction, helpful information on proposed code changes, industry news, code applications, and
listings of employment opportunities
• Significant money-saving discounts on code publications, computer-automated products, educational seminars and more

The Bottom Linel
If your work must conform to the Uniform or International codes, the best investment you can make is becoming a Professional member of the organization that
aevelops and publishes the codes. Your membership keeps you informed about
the codes and provi des a wide variety of tangible benefits and opportunities. You
can receive all the Professional membership benefits for one low price .

Call the toll-free
number below and
ioin ICBO today!

Annual Professional Membership Dues-lnc:livic:lual $90, Corporate $150

Uniform Building Code on CD-ROM
The 1994 Uniform Building Code is now available
on CD-ROM for Windows . Fast, accurate and
comprehensive, this new product allows you to :
• Instantly retrieve code information by subject,
phrase, key words or "word proximity"
• Obtain a list of pages on which a provision
appears
• Scan chapters that contain a certa in provision
• Obtain printouts of sections of the U.B.C.
• Cut and paste code provisions into correspondence, reports, etc.

ORDER NOWI
Windows Version
Single-user Version (per copy)

ICBO Members

Nonmembers*

$195 .00

$ 245 .00

Call 1-800-284-4406
International Conference
of Building Officials

Item No. 001 C94-Single-user version (Windows)

Network versions are available.

A DOS version will be released soon!

*Ask about membership benefits when ordering your CO-ROM.
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Manufacturers' Sources
For yoiir convenience in locating biiilding
materials and other prodiicts shown in this
month'sfeatiire articles, RECORD has asked the
architects to identify the products specified.
Pages 80-87

Museum of Contemporar y Art, Chicago
Josef P. Kleihues, Inc., Architect
A. Epstein and Sons, International, Associate
Architects
Indiana Limestone cladding: Spectrum Stone.
Cast-aluminum panels: Kessler Enterprises.
Curtainwall, skylights, and entrances: Harmon
Contract. Pyramid skylights: Imperial Glass
Structures. Aluminum framed windows: Wausau
Metals.

Translucent vaults (galleries): Laminated glass.
Lobby floor: Impala Black Granite. Paintedsteel railings: fabricated by Waukegan Steel.
Interior wood doors: Algoma Hardwoods, Inc.
Locksets: Sargent. Hollow-metal doors: Build
Rite. Solar-control louvers: Solonia GmbH. Elevators: Otis. Public-area seating: Knoll. Sconces
(at stair): Se'Lux (Sawtooth fixture designed by
Josef P. Kleihues). Recessed downlights: Edison
Price. Exterior bollards and step lights: BEGA.

Aluminum-framed windows and entrances:
Custom, fabricated by Tower Glass. Low-E
coated laminated glass: Viracon. Wood-framed
windows and interior doors: Montbleau Joinery.
Neon signage: California Neon. Metal-mesh
railing infill: Legi. Quarry tile (cafe): American
Olean. Seating: KI. Paints: Frazee. Spot-light
fixtures: refurbished existing. Lobby downlighting: Lightolier, Inc.

Pages 88-93

Skirball Cultural Center, Los Angeles
Moshe Safdie and Associates, Architect
Albert C. Martin and Associates, Associate
Architect
Masonry cladding: Tadoussac. Stainless-steel
roofing: Atlas. Liquid-membrane roofing: American Hydrotech, Inc. Aluminum-framed
windows and entrances: Kawneer Co., Inc.
Glazing: Viracon. Locksets: Yale. Hinges: Hager.
Closers; Norton. Exits: Adams-Rite. Acoustic
ceilings: Armstrong World Industries (Cirrus).
Drywall and veneer plaster: USG Corp. Chinese
slate floorin g: Eurocal. Carpeting: Bentley;
Masland. E levators: Fujitec.

Pages 94-1 01

Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego
Venturi, Scott Brown & Associates, Architect
Exterior custom-color coating on cement
plaster: Thoro System Products (Thoroseal).

WHlN
lHl rn~ I~
flNUHrn ...
Litedisc Legacy is the newest
addition to Lam's Litedisc family of
job-proven, high- performance indirect
lighting. Output comparable to HID with
the color stability, instant-on switching ,
and dimming capability of biaxial
flourescents,
makes it
the ideal
solution to
your serious lighting
needs.
Legacy is available in any color or
metallic finish in sizes of 29 ", 35",
and 41 ", with suspensions and edge
designs that work with contemporary and traditional interiors.
For more information about Litedisc or other LAM functional , design conscious products call:

LAM Lighting Systems
2930 South Fairview St. , Santa Ana, CA 92704
Ph. (800) 732-5213 FAX (800) 833-3713
LAM is proud to be a member of the JJI llighting Group of distinguished manufacturers.
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Pages 102·1 07

Sto AG Regional Depot, Hamburg, Germany
Michael Wilford and Partners, Architect
Insulated panel cladding: StoTherm (Panel
2000). Sheet-metal roofing: Alcan Aluminum.
Windows: Hartmann. Glazing: Flachglas.
Entrances and doors: Mannesmann. Locksets:
FSB. Rubber floorin g: Freudenberg (Norament). Acoustic ceiling treatment: Sto Silent.
Tile surfaces: Villeroy + Boch. Tables and office
furnishings: Voko. Interior lighting: BEGA; DZ
Licht; Poulsen Lighting; Gozzini. Interior coatings: Sto (Decolit; Sto-Pox; Sto Top). Exterior
lighting: BEGA.
Pages 1 1 0· 1 1 3

Coors Field, Denver
HOK Sport, Architect
Curtain wall, windows, and entrance: Kawneer
Co., Inc. Paints: Sherwin Williams. Resilient
flooring: Gerbert; Armstrong World Industries.
Delicatessen floor: American Olean. Laminate
surfaces: N evamar. Downlighting: Edison Price;
George Kovacs. Ambient fixtures: Visa Lighting; Winona. Exterior lighting: Kim Lighting.
Pole-top luminaires: Poulsen Lighting, Inc. Elevators: Montgomery. Stadium seating: Hussey
Seating Co.
Pages 11 4-11 7

.Kiel Center Arena, St. Louis
Ellerbe Becket, Inc. Architect
Curtain wall, windows, and entrances: Cupples
Products, Inc. Single-ply roofing: Sarnafil, Inc.
Sports-lighting fixtures : Sterner Lighting
Systems, Inc. Cast-terrazzo flooring: Fritz
Industries, Inc. (Fritztile). •

Truly professional results. Charter Oak's patent-pending
TriBeam™ panel reinforcement system provides the most
rigidity of any vinyl siding on the market. (Independent tests
prove it.) So your clients get the easy-care convenience of
vinyl with the crisp, straight appearance you envisioned.

Superior, one-piece reinforcement.

Simple installations. The TriBeam system uses an advanced
one-piece design, so it goes up fast and easy. No special tools,
no special techniques. Just cut and nail. Plus Charter Oak's
superior rigidity makes it almost self-aligning, providing
maximum assurance of a quality installation.

Charter Oak leaves its rivals sagging.

Maximum beauty. An outstanding, natural oak grain texture in 12 low-gloss colors. Classic profiles. Add coordinated
trim details with Alside's extensive exterior design products.

~...
PO Box 2010, Akron, Ohio

44309

1-800-922-6009

Circle 159 on inquiry card
Alside is a registered u ademark. ©Alside, 1996

The utmost in convenience.
For more information, call our
FastBack™teleresponse service
at 1-800-922-6009. We'll rush
you literature and give you the
location of your nearest Alside
distributor.

New Products

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card.
206. Aluminum double-hung

The 1300 double-hung window, with
many applications in multifamily construction, now offers enhanced
design and hardware options. Sight
lines are narrower, with a larger
glass-to-frame ratio; a "hospitalstyle" sill allows ventilation without a
draft. Tilt latches or locks can be
specified in Lexan, nylon, or zincplated metal; glazing can be a 7/8-in.
insulating light or 1/4-in. single-pane.
Historic muntin grids can be specified for renovation windows. Meets
all AAMA, federal, and state energy
standards. 516/231-0800. Mannix,
Brentwood, N.Y.

204. Updated thermal window

Wausau Metals is offering a
redesigned version of the 2250 Series
aluminum-frame architectural
window, one that reduces some of the
production costs while improving the
sight-line profile and upgrading the
unit's thermal performance. The simplified, more-economical model has
2-in.-wide muntins, and can be
ordered as a fixed, projected, or casement window style. Solar-control
options include between-glass blinds,
as shown above, and a range of thermally selective, low-E glazings.
715/845-4055. Wausau Metals,
Wausau, Wis.

205. Pre-punched steel stud

207. Light-gauge steel truss

A non-load-bearing configuration of
the Carpenter's Steel Stud is said to
offer significant savings and moreconsistent quality than wood studs,
especially in the increasingly popular
9- and 10-ft lengths required for
higher ceilings. Members are intended to be used just like wood, with
flanges on the end that allow easy
nailing to wood plates with standard
tools. Holes are pre-punched for
wiring and plumbing; studs meet
ASTM and AISI standards and all
building codes. 800/457-8837. HL
Stud Corp., Columbus, Ohio.

Made under license from MiTek
Industries, St. Louis, by fabricators
who can customize each assembly to
specific structural and architectural
requirements, the Ultra-Span roof
truss comes to the job site ready to
place. Lighter in weight than other
steel-truss systems, the Ultra-Span
is said to be as easy to use as wood
members, and to be able to meet new,
more restrictive fire codes. 800/3390716. Wood Structures, Inc.,
Biddeford, Maine.
Continued on page 126

40 years ago we invented
translucent building panels.
Our technology is still...

light-years
State of the art composite engineering has created
a true structural sandwich panel that stands up to
the harshest environments and fiercest climates .
Kalwall is the most highly insulating, diffuse light
transmitting material in existence.

I

Architects agree ... the design flexibility,
energy performance, daylight quality,
overall value and company integrity of
Kalwall and its products is unsurpassed.

Wall Panel Systems • Curtainwall Systems ········••r•r---111---k---L I
Window Replacements• Standard Skylights { {
Pre-engineered Skylights • Custom Skyroofs
Small Structures • Large Structures
·

I:

KatWatt~ ·~l : :J: 1.;l
PO Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105 800-258-9777
·:•11:11•:1:····::r::::••:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::::::::::::•••:•••:•:•::::::•::::\\::•:•:\':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':\•:•:•:•:::····:···:•:•:•:················
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Circle 143 on inquiry card

GETTHEAIA
CREDITS YOU DESERVE
FROM APA.

208. Architectural wood doors

An eight-page catalog illustrates VT's
all-wood, door-edge treatment: a 1/4in.-thick stile surface is applied so no
white cross-section lines are visible. A
selection chart displays core, stile,
and finish options with sound-attenuation and other performance data. Also
includes laminate and impact-resistant doors. 800/827-1615. VT
Industries, Inc., Holstein, Iowa.

209. Formed metal shapes

A new business, Fry's Formed Metal
Shapes unit will use 40 years of architectural metal-working experience to
create custom column covers, light
coves, large-radius curved metal
walls, and vaulted ceilings in almost
any metal and finish option. An eightpage brochure illustrates the design
range anticipated. 800/237-9773. Fry
Reglet, Alhambra, Calif.

Now you can get the AlA Continuing Education learning
units you need from APA's Professional Associate program. You also get the latest technical information and
research on engineered wood products, a reference
binder, APA's new CD-ROM, a quarterly newsletter, plus
access to a fax hotline and our 31 Market Development
Specialists around the country. Call APA Professional
Associates (206) 565-6600. Fax (206) 565-7265.
Internet address: http://apawood.org

AP A
Tl1 e Engineered Wood Association

THE

21 0. Multiple-option windows

21 1 . Easy-open entrance

An 18-page catalog demonstrates
many of the style, color, hardware,
and wood-specie choices available in
high-performance, wood-frame/aluminum-clad windows. Developed in
Scandinavia for the severe weather of
Northern Europe, the system offers
architectural solutions to glazing
problems. 800/843-4929. H Window
Co., Monticello, Minn.

A new catalog explains how the Balanced Door meets minimum ADA
specs without needing power door
operators. Includes photos of several
styles: formed stainless-steel and
bronze doors; extruded-aluminum
entrances; and narrow-stile tempered-glass designs. Binder and
video also offered. 716/665-6522.
Ellison Bronze, Falconer, N.Y.

212. Commercial roofing

213. Masterspec on disk

A 50-page manual, Cornrnercial
Roofing Specifications and Details ,
covers updated material on polyester
and fiberglass-reinforced, SES-modified bitumen systems, and also highlights Heritage architectural-style
residential roofing shingles. Explains
how TAM-CADD electronic roof-specification works. 800/641-4691. TAMKO
Roofing Products, Inc., J oplin, Mo.

The new owners of Masterspec offer
print-format and electronic tools for
specific design-office needs. Flyers
explain SrnallProject, simplified
short-form specs for lower-budget
projects, and Masterworks and LincSpec, software that can do complex
editing tasks on many documents at
once. 801/521-9162. ARCOM
Master Systems, Salt Lake City. •

For rnore i1\forrnation, circle itern nurnbers on Reader Sei-vice Card.

RIGHT

PRODUCTS

FOR

THE

ENVIRONMENT
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•Low Price
• Rust Resistant
•Adjustable Direction
•Available For Standard Ducts

•High Quality
•Long Air Throws
•High Capacity
•Easy Installation

~SEii-iC®
INTERNATIONAL,INC.
P.O.BOX 5338 PASADENA, CA 91117
TEL (800) 248-0030 (8 18) 395-7299 FAX {818) 395-7290
http://www.seiho.com e-mail info @seiho.com
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Open plan system 54"

Office

CREDITS
AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE
USING THE GRAPHISOFT
INTERACTIVE CAD COURSE!

Semi-private 54"+ 15"= 69"

Solutions

Private office 69"+ 30''= 99"

A s the business world changes,
you need to change with it.
Reasons office panel systems give
you the flexibility you need to
adapt to any work atmosphere,
Reasons lets you configure and reconfigure - customized
workstations quickly and easily
with interchangeable panels that
stack and snap together,
With the flexib ility of work
surface and storage components
that slide off-module ana an
innovative wire management
system, there's no reason not
to choose Reasons,

REASONS

by Transwall
Transwall Corporation
Brandywine Industrial Park
1220 Wilson Drive, Post Office Box 1930
West Chester, PA 19380-0135
1-800-441-9255 Fax 610-429-1411

Circle 146 on inquiry card
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You
con toke
this AIA/CES
approved self-teaching course at home or in
your office in about 4 hours and earn a large
port of your 1996 continuing education credit requirements! Course topics include:
•Solid Modeling
•Architectural Rendering Techniques
•Visualization and Animation
•Integrated 30/20 Documents
and much more,

Corrections and Clarifications
•To receive an on-line summary of current
articles on sustainable design, you don't need
a subscription to America Online, as mistakenly stated in ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,
Short Takes, January 1996, page 23.
• The first name of Gordon Chung of the California Council was printed as George in
error [RECORD, February 1996, page 33].
• Peter Mance should have been credited as
the photographer of the Queen Elizabeth 2
[RECORD, February 1996, page 99].
• In "Balancing the Equation," [RECORD,
March 1996, page 25], the phone number at
the AJA for information on developing
family-leave policies should have been:
202/626-7482. Also, the line about enforcement of the Family Medical Leave Act was
inadvertently deleted. FMLA complaints are
filed with the Department of Labor's
Employment Standards Administration.
• The photographer for the Declaration of
Independence exhibit [RECORD LIGHTING,
May 1996, page 9] was Craig Blackmon,
• The project team credit list for Tsao
McKown's Suntec City project [RECORD,
May 1996, page 94] should have included
Mark Brandli and Claudia Russell.
• The credits for "The Original Levi's Store"
[RECORD, May 1996, page 107] misspelled
the name of project manager Daniel Broggi.
•Ali Zanjani of American Personal Communications is the owner of Sprint Spectrum
store at Tyson's Corner, Va., by CORE
architects [RECORD, May 1996, pages 110111]; Enterprise Woodcraft & Design
designed the fixtures.
UVA Business School Correction
•The site plan for the University of Virginia
business school [RECORD, July 1996, page
74] was missing the legend numbers below.

The Graphisoft Interactive CAD Course costs

only$29.95plus $3,00 shipping (US
only) and $2,75 AIA/CES registration fee,
Please specify Windows or Macintosh,

To order your course or
find out more about
ArchiCAD and seminars
near you, call

1·800·344·3468.

1. Existing dorm

2. Sponsors Hall

GRAPHISOFT
Circle 147 on inquiry card

3, New dorm
4, Commons
5. Library

6. Faculty
7. Classrooms
8. Future auditorium
9. Future addition

l ~ ~ ·:.,~!

AFB. TRANSMISSION/ ABSORPTION
SmELD.
Roxul Acoustic Fire Batt (AFB) has a fiber
structure of interconnected voids which
effectively reduce the transmission of
unwanted sound.
AFB is an engineered product designed fo r
use in projects where the transmission or
absorption of sound and the spread of fire
have to be effectively controlled.
AFB can provide a wall of protection.
To make your projects better from the inside out:

The Better Insulation
Circle 148 on inquiry card

CALL

1 800-265-6878

© 1996. Roxul Inc., 55 1 Harrop Drive, Milton, Ontario L9T 3H3

Do You Have Questions About
Your Subscription?
Here are answers to some commonly asked questions:
Q: When will ARCHITECTURAL RECORD become the
publication for members of the American Institute of
Architects?

Q: How do I get a subscription to
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD?

A: Beginning with the January 1997 issue, AIA members will
receive a subscription to Architectural Record as part of their
member benefits. Architectural Record will continue to serve
non-members as well as engineers, owners and other design
professionals.

A: Just call 1-800-525-5003 to place a new order or e-mail
Architectural Record @ mporders@mcgraw-hill.com. Please
include Architectural Record, the # of years of service and the
price, lyr- $59, 2yrs- $105, 3yrs- $129, your name, company name
and address plus phone, fax, e-mail address. If you're an AIA
member, ask for our special discounted offer.

Q: I'm currently a subscriber and an AIA member.
What happens when my subscription expires in 1996?

Q: Does ARCHITECTURAL RECORD have a new
CD·ROM product?

A: If your subscription is up for renewal in 1996, you can request
a pro-rated renewal that will ext end your subscription through
December, 1996. If your subscription extends into 1997
Architectural Record will contact you in December, 1996
concerning your remaining balance.

A: Yes. Architectural Record has a CD-ROM "Virtual Tour" of
the 8 feature houses from April 1996 Record Houses. It is available for $19.95 plus shipping. To order call 1-212-512-4635.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Mc Gra w

H il l Const r uc t io n Inf o rm ation G rou p

MORE QUESTIONS?
CALL YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
@ 1-800-525-5003
OR FAX 1 ·800-894·4941
OR E·MAIL MPCSTSVC@McGRAW·HILL.COM
WE'RE HERE TO SERVE YOU.
A Division ofTheMcGrawHillCompanies

gz

New Products continuedfrompage120

214. Resort furniture
The inventor of a rugged and oftenspecified "market" umbrella, Mark
Singer has designed a new furniture
collection, 10 pieces in all, which can
be customized to meet the appearance, finish, and site requirements of
either interior or exterior spaces in
contract applications such as hotels.
Made of plantation-grown Indonesian
Eco-Teak, Azia tables and chairs
feature removable panels (of cane,
hammered copper, and slate for
outdoor settings, or upholstered in
fabric or leather for indoor use), a
decorative option that allows the
basic piece to coordinate with different interior-design styles such as
southwestern or African. A color
catalog illustrates furniture in

For more information, circle item nwnbers on Reader Service Card.

21 5. New take on a classic
Originally designed for a private
home in California, Weatherend's
version of the Adirondack chair has a
fan-shape slatted back and matching
footstool. Piece can be specified in
different slat configurations and arm
widths; shown above: Awlgrip finish
in Jade Mist. The ash/litter receptacle (left) can also be customized, by
altering the unit's size, shape
(round/square/r ectangular), and slat
design. Both pieces shown can be
ordered in paint colors as well as
natural teak and mahogany. 800/4566483. Weatherend Estate Turniture,
Rockland, Maine. •

private homes as well as country club,
hotel, and resort settings. 805/9656535. Giati Designs, Inc., Santa
Barbara, Calif.

DesignV\brkshop® ...intuitive 3D CAD
"With Design Workshop, the computer
interface no longer gets in the way of
the creative process."
- Macintosh Sci & Eng. Report
11
•••

a beautifully designed program ... "
-MacUserUK

11

an excellent tool for architectural
design conceptualization."
•••

- MacWorld

" ... the most direct 3-D interface short
of a data glove."
-MacWEEK
Effortless modeling for projects of any size

Free Working Demo
DesignWorkshop 1.5 for Power Macintush • fa5t and easy
day and night lighting• automatic texture mapping

http://www.artifice.com
Circle 149 on inquiry card

Render with Radiance

The shortest path from your ideas to computer visualization, based on
a design-oriented, 30 direct manipulation interiace. With other software
you build a model by drawing in plan, and renderings are look-but-don'ttouch. In DesignWorkshop, you quickly and easily sketch solid models in
live 3D perspective with real openings and object-based shadow casting.

Call 800-203-8324, fax 541-345-7438

Artifice, Inc.

Agenda continued from page 36
cultural planners where once they had social
workers," comments Scott Brown.

for Independence Mall, the bleak expanse
that fronts the venerable Independence Hall
in Philadelphia (page 34).

spokesman for the Trusts. "One of the things
missing here is an entity to market Philadelphia as a destination for tourists."

Also, blockbuster museum shows "have
become a powerhouse" for cities, she says,
promoted not only by the institutions themselves (Chicago's just-opened Museum of
Contemporary Art-page 80-is running
advertisements in The New York Times), but
through media coverage and discount packages offered by travel agencies and hotels.
Indeed, the impetus to keep visitors in town
is behind a master plan the firm is preparing

Expanding today's limited vision
The Mall project is typical of another trend:
the increasing participation of charitable
foundations. With the National Park Service
(which operates Independence Hall)
strapped for funds, the Philadelphia-based
Pew Charitable Trusts stepped in. "Our
board is very concerned with what it can do
to help stabilize the economic base in this
region," explains Keith McKeown,

Other foundations also seed urban redevelopment through grants. The Lila WallaceReader's Digest Fund has an Urban Parks
Initiative operating in 11 cities; the Stanton
Trust has underwritten planning in Denver.
But don't expect foundations to pick up
where government leaves off, McKeown cautions. Pew's role, he says, "is as a somewhat
neutral organization that can convene and
provide common ground for stakeholders."
While architects can offer stirring visions,
there are all too real limitations on what can
be done. Says ULl's Black, "Basic economics
are a problem once you get away from better
locations in downtowns that can command
high re-use values." He says it is particularly
difficult to redevelop the kinds of obsolete
industrial areas that are surrounded by lowincome neighborhoods containing low-quality
housing stock. "Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis,
and probably another 20 to 30 old industrial
cities really have their hands full," he
explains, "because you have a situation where
the re-use value of redevelopment is substantially less than the cost of redevelopment."
Yet he also says architects who can work well
with others have much to contribute. "You
need to combine in a planning team the
expertise of the private investor, developer,
public-infrastructure planner, and somebody
who understands the nuances of older structures and what can be done with them. It
calls for pretty creative design work to get
the maximum out of the system."
Black says that this kind of redevelopment
demand can't be met solely by creative use of
existing tools. He'd prefer a return to Title 1
subsidies under the federal Housing Act of
1949. The subsidy scheme recognized, "that
you might have to invest $10 per sq ft to
create a piece of land only worth $1 to $3 per
sq ft," but that the advantages of eradicating
blight outweighed the cost of the subsidy.
Title 1 was frequently abused in its heyday,
and there is little sentiment now for reviving
it in Congress, but the pendulum could swing.
Indeed, Alexander Garvin's The American
City: What Works, What Doesn't (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1996) has met an unusually
warm reception considering that many of its
success stories happened during the era of
traditional government urban renewal.
James S. Russell

Circle 150 on inquiry card
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Manufacturers• Spotlight
CHADSWORTH'S
1.800.COLUMNS

BEGIS 11™

The
TOTAL DOOR® SYSTEM

Trespa ® Solid Composite Panels
Three Product Lines

ll!EGIS II™
INDUSTRIAL PERIMETER SECURITY FENCING

m:;~n AMERISTAR0
CHADSWORTH 'S 1.800 .CO LUMN S
offers a unique 44-page color "Idea
Book" featuring an exciting collection of column projects from Classic
to Contemporary for interiors and
exteriors. "Ide a Book" Portfolio also
includes Columns Product Portfolio.
All this for $10 plus $3 p/h from the
column company selected #1 by
Professiona l Builder readers. Product
Portfolio $5. Wood, fibe rgl ass,
Polyester, E.P.S., & Stone, Round,
square, octagonal with plai n or
fl uted shafts. Job site delive ry,
wo rldwide shipping, co mpetitive
prices. Free flier.
One c a ll d oes it all .. .
1.800.COLUMNS
1.800.265.8667

Chadsworth's 1.800.Columns
Circle 70 on Inquiry card

Aegis o rnam ental fe nc e systems feature
str o ng Fo rerunner ™ ra il s, In te rna l
re t a ining rod s, & spe ci a lly d es igne d
pan el brackets. Aegis II industri a l orna menta l fe nce offers the strongest security
ornamenta l fence a vail able in todays
marke t . Aeg is holds t he d istinction of
ha ving its fence systems sp eci fi ed by
more a rc h ite cts & b uilders than any
o ther in the market. Both industria l & residential b roc hures ore available upon
request & include d a ta on stru c tu re.
design, & o ptions av ai lab le. Pane l
design is a component system for ea sy
ship ping. For a dditional inform ation & a
fr ee 8-pa g e brochure, c a ll (800) 32 18724 . P.O . Box 58 1000, Tul sa . OK 741 581000. Fax# (918) 835-0899

Is an architec t-designed integrated door a sse mbly. It
includes prefini shed d oo r
panels and all hardware . Fire
rated pairs d o not req uire
c o o rdinat o rs, ve rti c al ro d s,
a stragal s. flu sh b o lts o r fl oor
strike s. Will retr ofit to an y
frame . Meet s all co d es and
ADA Wood a nd meta: ! faces
available t o 3 ho urs. Lifetime
limited warranty on locks and
panics.
OPENINGS, 40 West Howard,
Pontiac, Ml 48342
1-800-852-6660

Hoechst Celanese Corp.

m:::ll!AMERISTAR"
Circle 71 on Inquiry card
Unlimited access to
innovative designs

Toplab® chemically resistant
laboratory grade panels for
benchtops , w ork surfaces,
shelves. Athlon ® sanitary
grades for toilet partitions ,
lockers , v anities. Meteon®
UV colorfast grade for exterior cladding , soffits , fascias ,
balcony panels . All grades
are durable , a v ailable in
colors,
and
proven
performers in these applications. 1-800-4-TRESPA

Circle 72 on Inquiry card

Introducing the New
Alpha Collection

Circle 73 on Inquiry card
Decorative, Thin-Film
lnstumescent Fireproofing

CDNCRE-n; WA.TE.RPR.OOFtNG
BY CRVBTALUZATICN ""

Al FIREFILM.
OECORATIVE. INTUMESCINT
FIREPROOFING FOR 5TRUCT\JRAl STEEL

Specifically designed to
withstand the rigor s of
public use. Garaventa
Stair-Lift is ideal for a variety
of indoor and outdoor
applications . With thousands of lifts installed
around
the
w orld .
Garav enta is the number
one choice in stair w a y
access.
Call for free information
package today.
1-800-663-6556

With 24 patterns to choose
from , ranging from the most
basic vandal resistant
TEXTURES (shown above), to
innovative STANDARDS and
our new ULTRA Series . All
patterns come in standard
sheet sizes w ith border to
border decoration s, using
distincti v e finishes o n a
variety of metal surfaces for
elevator doors and interiors,
wall panels, column covers ,
and trim. Call (800) 5371127 I Fax: (305) 696-4064

Now Ce rtified fo r bea ms and
co lum ns fo r ratin gs up t o 2
hours! A/D Firefilm permits the
designer to use the appearance
of exposed steel with the steel
fully prot ected f ro m fir e. It is
a pplied as a th in-fil m coating
0.4 t o 3 mm (0.02 to 0. 12 in.)
thi ck. During a fi re AID Firefilm
expands to form a meringue-like
layer up to 100 mm thick, which
insulates the steel from the fire.
Th e topcoa t is ava ilable in a
wide choice of colours.
AID Fire Protection Systems, Inc.

Xypex Chemical Co.

Garaventa

Surface Design + Technology

AID Fire Protection Systems, Inc.
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Applied as a slurry coating ,
Xypex is a chemical treatment that waterproofs by
penetrating t he concrete
with a crysta lline formation
that 'plugs' the pores of the
structure preventing water
seepage . Xypex is ideal for
use on the 'inside' of wet
underground structures.
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(416) 292-2361
1-800-263-4087

To Advertise: Call 1-800-544-7929
Fax: 212-512-2074

Manufacturers• Spotl ight
PG BELL

Strong-Tie® Connectors for
Wood Construction

OSB
Performance By Design

Accessible Lavatory
Insulation

~ WOOD
- - CONSnlUCTION

liil!l CONNECTORS
= ·- -~ -

A full co lor catalog w ill
explain the different HandyShield safety covers offered
for the new or retrofit
projects that need to
comply with the American
Disabilities Act. The specific
use , sample specifications .
drawings and color choice
are all summarized in this
easy to understand catalog.

Po rce la in En am el p an e ls o ffe r
desig ne rs a solution that has an
a lmost unlimited choice of color:
a p ermanence that w ill not fade
w hen attacked by the weather.
or be marred by vanda ls.
PG Be ll is North America largest
m an ufac t urer of heavy gauge
porce lain e n ame l pa n els.
supplying both wa ll systems and
signage to th e a rchitec tu ra l
market. We offer desig n assistan ce. eng ineering. m anu fact ured p anels. a n d in stal la ti on
serv ices . O ur markets are not
limited to North America - but
are worldwide

The most complete catolog in the
tim be r conn ector ind ustry, Wood
Construction Connectors, is a
necessary reference for specifiers.
building offi cia ls. arc hitects. and
contractors. It includ es updated
specifications, load charts. applicot ion d raw ings. a nd bu ild ing
code accepta nce information pl us in fo rm a ti o n o n ho ldow n
a nc horage design, and on ava ilable custom hanger options.
Eight n ew pro d uc t s a re introduced this year.
For a copy of the 1996 catalog (C96H). write Simpson Strong - Tie
Company. P.O. Box 10789.
Pleasanton. CA 94588.

PG Bell

Simpson Strong-Tie

Structural Boord

Plumberex
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New Fireplace Tested
as a Woll Furnace

Movable Walls

Virtually every new home
built toda y incorporates
Oriented Strand Board
·(OSB), the fastest grow ing
struc tural panel. OSB affords
a greater range of uses and
flexibility because it's engineered to perform . Learn
about
OSB
thr o ugh
Spe c Rite , the Stru c tural
Board Associati o n's new
software program for specifiers. It's free!
call (416)730-9090 or fa x
(416)730-9013 .

C o mplete 2D and 3D
Arc hitectural Software

New DotoCAD® 7

M avaUe 1:rwaoy designed
fur a chang rg worl l

Hea t-N -Glo Fire p la c e Pro ducts
has take n its direc t-v e nt tec hnology an d inc orporated it into
a new hig h p e rfo rman ce fir e place. Model 6000 Supreme is a
hi g h
e ffi c ien cy
f ire p la ce
(therm a l effic ie ncy up to 74%)
and has a A FUE (Annual Fu e l
Utilization Effi c ie n cy) rati ng of
63%. Also. the 6000 Supreme is
standard w ith a variabl e regulato r to adjust the fla m e a nd BTU
input w ith the turn of a dial .
Heat-N -Gl o , 6665 West Hwy 13,
Sava ge , MN 55378, 1-800-669HEAT.

Fl ex ib le a n d ve ry affo rd ab le
Dowc ra ft M ova bl e Wa ll s are
prese nted In a co lo rfu l 8-pag e
b roc hur e. The arc hi tec t is
offered new com p arative c ostdata and e nviro nme ntal fac to rs
-- vers u s t h e d u st , deb ris an d
di sp os al pro bl e m s o f drywall.
Dowc raft f loor-to-c e il in g st ee l
walls are ship ped pre fini she d,
pr eas sem b led and re a dy t o
insta ll over c arpeting and under
ceil ing t ile. A rc hitec t s c an
sp ec ify a ny of 250 bak e d-on
e nam els -- or choose from over
3.000 Mahara m v inyls, fa bri cs
and w ood ve neers.

C hi e f A rc h itect 4 .0 is a n
ext remely powerfu l a rc hitect ura l design p rog ra m w hi c h is
also very easy to use. Q ui ck ly
crea t e t he 3 D m od e l u sin g
o bj ects (wa ll s. w in dow s. d oors.
c a b in ets, etc.). C ust om ize th e
sh a pe. a ng le. d oo r st yl e . 3D
p att e rns . roo f st y le. e t c.
Automat icall y gene ra t e e leva t io n s. cross sec ti o n s a n d 3D
vie w s, th e n se nd th e v ie w s t o
m ul t ip le layout sh ee t s fo r
assemb ly. A d d ex t ra d e ta ils
using C AD , t hen print th e final
d rawings.
800-482-4433
208-664-3854.

Heot-N-Glo

Dowcroft Corporation

Chief Architect

Circle 82 on Inquiry card

Circle 83 on Inquiry card

Circle 84 on Inquiry card

A w ard-w inning DataCAD
allows you to professiona 11y draft , edit , and
prepare
precision
construction do c uments .
From 2D dra w ing to 3D
modeling,
DataCAD
offers effecti v e and
affordable solutions for
desig ners needs.

Cadkey Inc .,
4 Griffin Road,
Windsor, CT 06095.

Cadkey Inc.
Circle 85 on Inq uiry card
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Manufacturers' Spotlight
Conservatories

Regupol Multipurpose
Sports Flooring

Rugged Intercom
Indoors or Out

A m dego
Ma c hi n
Co n se rva t o ri es ' n ew 1996
b roc hure is n ow ava il a bl e .
Th e A m dego lin e is recognized f o r c reatin g th e fin est
tra ditio na ll y st y led co nse rvat o ries since 187 4. Th e Machin
lin e is re m ini sce nt o f th e
g raceful & ro m a ntic struc tures
o f p revious ce ntu ri es. A w ide
ra nge of designs a nd styles for
reside nti a l a n d co mm e rc ia l
a ppli cations ore featured.
Call 1-800-922-0 110
fo r more inform a tion.

This unique dual-duro meter system
consists of a prefabricated rubber
basemat covered by a 2 millimeter
thick high quality seam less
polyurethane top layer. Unlike ful ly
pou red-in-place or sing le ply
surfaces, Regupol Multipurpose Sports
Floor ing guaran tees uniformi ty in
t hickness and density givi ng t he
athlete a dimensionally stable platform for a safe and consistent athletic
performance. The basemat duromete r can be custom enginee red
during manufacturing to meet specified performance charac teristics
including those for basketball, volleyba ll, tenn is, indoor joggi ng tracks,
aerobics, physiotherapy and general
use, including cafeterias.
Call 800-322-1923
for free information and somples.

ADCO Intercoms give CLEAR voice
co mmunication despite outside
interfence in noisy work area . No
bleed or popping cracking noises.
Eas il y insta ll ed Capab ilities
inc lude: splic ing int o ex isting
syste ms se lec ti ve swi t c hi ng
systems and much mo re.
TAILORED TO YOUR SITE 'S NEEDS.
Wo rks in temps ra ng in g f ro m
MINUS 50 degrees F. to PLUS 150
degrees F. Pick-us is extreme ly
sensitive.
ATKINSON DYMAMICS
405 Eccles Ave.,
South San Francisco, CA 94080-1964
Tele: 4 15/583-9845
Fax: 4 15/876-0111

A mdega· M achin Conser v atories

Dodge -Regupol

Atkinson Dynamics

Duraflake

Circle 88 on Inquiry card

Circle 89 on Inquiry card

.

Duraflake FR fire-ratec
particleboard

.

ARC H I TECTURE JN G L ASS

Circle 86 on Inquiry card

Circle 87 on Inquiry card

Duro floke FR p rovides Cl<
A fir e p ro t ec tion in w
syst e m s, store fi xtures, fur
ture a nd c a se g ood s. It r
a UL flame spread ra ting
20 and a sm o ke d e v elop
ratin g o f 25. Its sm oothnE
ma c hinabilit y a nd unif1
mit y make it an idE
substrate . It ev en res i
w ar p ing an d w on ' t lea
c h e mi c al s. C all (541 ) 9'.
3341 .

Mount for LC Projectors

Atlas Scores Big
at Coors Stadium

Senergy's New
Aurora Stone Finish

Turn your roof tops int
people places!

Designed t o accommodate
LC p rojectors weig hin g up t o
75 lbs. the new Peerless PJRL30
Projector Mount is adjusta ble in
h e ig ht (5 5/8 " - 9 3/8 ") and
w id th (10'' - 25 3/4"). It features
o· t o l o· forward a nd backw ard t ilt, heavy-go uge st ee l
co n stru c ti o n, ru bbe r-lined
c la m p ing mechani sms at t he
four corners, and full 360" rot oti o n w h en use d w ith th e
op ti o n a l ex t e n sio n co lumn .
Ava ilable in gray or b lock, the
PJ RL30, may be mo unted
directly to th e cei ling.

At las
D oor
Co rpo rat io n
suppli ed 60 co unte r sh utters,
11 service doors, a nd two 26' x
16' rol ling g ri lles to accommoda t e th e des ig n needs o f
Coo rs St ad ium in Denve r,
Co lorado.
The
ins t a ll e r,
Co lo rado Doo r Sys t e m s,
wo rked close ly with arc hitects
to e n su re spec if ic des ig n
requ irements we re met in t ime
f or t he g rand ope n ing in
Morch o f 1995. Coors Stadium
is th e ho m e o f t he Colora d o
Rockies.
Call 800-959-9559

The Se n e r gy Di v isio n o f
Harris Spe c ia lty C hemic als,
In c . intr o du c es A ur o ra
St o ne Finish f o r EIFS, stu cco
and m aso nr y. Aur o ra
Ston e Fini sh re pli cat es th e
a ppe ara n ce o f gra nite o r
m arble, a n d is a v ailabl e in
t w el v e st a ndard co lo r s.
Ac ry li c -b ased
A ur o ra
Stone Fini sh is spra yappli ed, an d is al so suitable f o r inte ri o r a ppli c a ti o ns.

New literat ure shows a be
way to t ransform a roof int
pa ti o, t e rrace, balcony, w
way, p laza podium, p ro r
node, or just p lain roof dE
usi ng th e Pave- El Pede
Syst em. Desig ned t o e levc
level, and space paver stc
fo r drai nage in a ny weat l
Pave-E l re liably p rotec ts r•
p ave r- sto ne , me mbra ne •
insulation.
ENVIROSPEC INC.
Ellicott Station Box 11 9
Buffalo, NY 14205
Tel: 716/689-8548
Fax: 7 16/ 689- 7309

Peerless Industries

Atlas Door Corporation

Senergy

Envirospec inc.

Circle 90 on Inquiry card

Circle 91 on Inquiry card

Circle 92 on Inquiry card

Circle 93 on Inquiry card
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Sweet Source®
'

I
j

Said Arthur the architect, planning a plan,
"I'm tired and stressed and I've got a sore hand!
It's work -

and there's so much that has to be done ...

I just want to finish and go have some fun."
Then Arthur found SweetSource -

it's in CD-ROM,

and shortly his panic transformed into calm.
In the disk drive he popped it, and Oh -

what a sight;

the product descriptions and specs were just right!
With details and drawings, he stepped up his pace;
The task was soon finished, all pieces in place.
So next time you're stumped and you're
swamped and your stressed,
Try SweetSource to help you work smartest and best!

For more information call
l-800-421-9330 or visit our web
site at http://www.sweets.com
Circle 151 on inquiry card

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
A Di11ision o(TheMcGraw-Hill Companies
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The Spirit
of the Garden

The Hospitality and
Leisure Architecture
of Wimberly Allison
Tong & Goo

Fentress Bradburn
Architects
By Roger A. Chandler

With its design of the
new Denver
International Airport
passenger tenninal
complex, Fentress
Bradburn has grabbed
the attention of the
entire architecture
community. The airport's gleaming white fabric
"tents," mirroring the Rocky Mountains in the
distance, provide a powerful symbol of the city and
reveal the firm 's vision of combining a sense of place
with the technology and materials of modern
architecture to create buildings that work with their
environment. Features almost 300 color photographs.
224 pages • hardcover • $50/$35 AIA
Order #W152

Zimmer Gunsul
Frasca: Building
Community
Edited by Mildred F.
Schmertz, FAJA
Introduction by
Deborah K. Dietsch

Zimmer Gunsul Frasca's
architecture evokes a
natural and architectural
heritage and honors civic
responsibility. ZGF's diverse portfolio ranges from
small college libraries to major civic structures, and
from research facilities to citywide planning and
transportation projects. Each of the projects featured
illustrates the firm 's commitment to building
community. The firm 's work has been recognized
through hundreds of awards, including AIA's Firm
of the Year Award in 1991.
208 pages • hardcover • $39.991$27 .99 AIA
Order #W125

Celebrating its 50th
anniversary, this firm
has designed hotels,
resorts, spas and other
types of leisure buildings all over the world.
Early recognition came
from the company's
growth, which paralleled that of the tourism industry
in the Pacific Basin. Presenting 55 projects throughout
the world-and including more than 300 color
photographs- this volume pays visual tribute to some
of the most inspired and inspiring hospitality and
leisure design created in the last half century.
192 pages• hardcover• $39.951$27 .95 AIA
Order #W107

Concrete Spirit:
The Architecture
of Ralph Allen
By Michael J Crosbie

Ralph Allen uses
pure, simple forms to
create a memorable
architecture with a
strong Bauhaus
aesthetic. This volume explores how his designs are
woven with his material of choice-concrete.
Detailed examples of his work in public and
educational facilities are featured in both color and
black-and-white photography.
128 pages• hardcover• $39.991$27 .99 AIA
Order #W149

By Shelagh Meagher
& John De Visser

This delightful
full-color volume
presents a unique
approach to gardening. Design your own
garden not just to delight the eye, but also to stimulate
the mind and evoke emotions using dramatic rise and
fall, breathtaking surprises and intriguing asides.
Capture your garden's true spirit of place. Learn to
plant for color, mood, harmony, and contrast. A fresh
and innovative approach to gardening and landscaping
is presented, whether you're cultivating a downtown
postage-stamp-sized lot or a large country estate.
96 pages• hardcover• $28/$19.60 AIA
Order #W157

AIA Press
r--------------------------------------------------------

CALL 800-365-ARCH (2724)
or FAX to 802-864·7626
MAIL:
AJA Order Department, P. 0. Box 60, Williston,VT 05495-0060

0 Check enclosed, payable to AIA
0 VISA
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HALLOWED
TIMBERS
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Hallowed Timbers:
The Wooden
Churches of
Cape Breton
By Susan Hyde &
Michael Bird

From the grandest,
most ornate church
~°lt'::;"' ·.-';' 1J \ _l.i_'-/,'- ~ r o, ,, ; ~ L!\i~ l •
to the tiniest, most
humble chapel,
Cape Breton Island's houses of worship possess a
timeless charm. In these pages, we join the authors as
they travel the winding roads of Cape Breton on an
inspirational tour of more than sixty remarkable
churches. Beautifully illustrated with more than 120
color and black-and-white photographs.
128 pages • hardcover • $28/$19.60 AIA
Order #W154

ADDRESS
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STATE

ZIP

PHONE

AIA members receive 30%
Quant. Order No.
Wl52
Wl25
Wl07
Wl49
Wl54
Wl57

off the cover price.

Title

Member

Fenn·ess Bradburn A1~hitects
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca
Hospitality & Leisure A!Ch
Concrete Spirit
Hallowed Dmbers
Spi11t of the Garden

Price

$35.00
$27.99
$27.95
$27.99
$19.60
$19.60

$50.00
$39.99
$39.95
$39.99
$28.00
$28.00

Subtotal
Shipping
Over $75 =$9.00)

$

Sales Tax (DC 5.75%; VT 5%)

$

TOTAL

$

(Up to $75 =$6.00

Non·member

Price

$

X266

Painted molding with the look
of a c

RI s p

w H I T E s H I RT

enhances the unique translation.
And lands First Place in one
of the

T O P design

competitions

in the nation.

Cris
MONSANTO PRESENTS ITS COVETED
DOC AWARD TO BARBARA BARRY
INCORPORATED , LOS ANGELES , CA , IN
ASSOCIATION WITH GENSLER ,
SANTA MONICA , FOR THE TAILORED

---------------····· .......... .

RESIDENTIAL TONE THE TEAM

The

W I N N IN G

designers used wood floor-

CREATED FOR LOS ANGELES HEAD-

ing inset with Bentley Mills, Inc:s c u s To M

QUARTERS OF HOMEBUILDERS
KAUFMAN & BROAD .

carpet with Monsanto Ultron®VIP nylon to
suggest the

WA RM T H

of A R E A

RU G S

in

an archetypal California home.
Choose Ultron"VIP nylon for your next project. And
you could take Ho ME the Doc, too.

For details about the

l 9 9 6 DOC AW AR D S,

or 1-770-951-7600.
Winnin!! rlesi!!n

te~m

shown

call Monsanto, 1-800-543-5377
Circle 156 on inquiry card
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Monsanto
Contract
Fibers

